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INTRODUCTION

. j

In th~··conteXt. of Coffintunityjnitiativesaimed. at promoting better. observa~-ion of the
economic development of enterprises ~lS part ofthe dynarrucs of effective implementation of .
the Internal Market. 1, and narriely in the fram~work of the European Observatory for SMEs ~ ·
.s_et up by·the Commission
December 199.2,· the ."Economisch Iilstituut voor het Midden-·
-en Kleinbed.rijf' (EIM)~ coordinator of the network made up by the "KMO Studiecentn.im",
the Danish, Technological Institute (DTI), the "Institut fur Mittelstandforschu.ng" (IFM), the
Helleriic Organisation of Small-and .Medium-Sized Industries and· Handicrafts (EOMMEX),
·the ."Institute Vas~o de· Estudios e ·Investigaci6i1" (IKEI), the· "Associat_iori· pour· Ia
Promotion et le Developpement Industriel" (APRODI), the Economic· and Soci~lResea,rch
InstitUte (ESRI), ·the "Universita Commerciale Luigi.Bocconi"; the i~hambre des Metiers
du . Grand. D~ch6 ··de Luxembourg", the "Economisch lnstituut. vo<;>r . het Midden-en
Kleinbedrijf' (ElM), the AGDER Research Foundation; the "Institut .fiir Gewerbe-und
Handwerksforschung", the "Instittito de Apoio as Pequen:as e Medias Empresas e ao -.
'IIwestimento'' (IAPMEI), the Turku. School of Economics and Busin~ss Administration, the
1
' Narings-och teknikutVecklingsverket'' (NUTEK)'and the University of Warwick Se<hool of
·Industrial and ·Business Studies, has submitted t~ the -Commission· a third independent ·
Report on the situation of, and the prospects for Stvffis 2.

on

Like its- predecessor~. this Report is mainly Jn th~. natur~ of a review ·which· presents .the .
latest enterprise developments and prospects .in .the European economy; quite often in areas
· , where data ·is scarce but vital for an effective· analysis. It provides ~pecific coverage and ·
detailed consideration of the impact of the Internal Market on SMEs and discusses- a series
of curr.C:mt iss~es which are relevant to. understanding prese~t and fut\lre SME trends . .It
considers recent developments in Community and national policies which affect the business
environment. and SME pedormance. And, by doing ~o, aims at stimulating; and· providing·
_a basis for, 'substantive debate and greater understanding .of-horizontal issues r~lating 'to
.SMEs. . .
.
.
. .·· .
.

it

1 Council Decision 93/379/EEC of 14 June 1993, O.J. L 161 of i July 1993.
2 Following the coming Into force of the European Economic Area-on the. 1st January 1994, participation
• .. in the :Observatory network was extended .to research ~stitutes originating from EFTA/EEA. M~mber
States, on an informal and voluntary ,basis. Austria, Finland, ·Norway·and Sweden have thus joined this ..
project, with v:aluabie support from the competent n~tional authorities. Accordmgly, this annual Report
actually covers the 15 EU Member States and. Noiway ·and: its future editions should ·refer alS<> to
' .
· . - ··
·
.
Iceland and_ Liechtensteiir.

•

J

•.
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The. Commission is ple~sed to note thatr previous· reports have been well received~ and
widely discussed irt · all quarters _J and trusts that this new Report will be as important a
source of ideas, ·information and experience. The contribution of SMEs to employment ·
. generation ·and sustainable growth is quite significant. Given the high · levels . of
unemployment throughout Europe, SMEs will undoubtedly continue to play. a vital role in
stimulating economic recovery, and enterprise policy is becoming increasingly important for
the creation of new emplo)mtent opportunities. But successful problem-solving and_ policymaking in favour of SMEs require access to information which has not traditionally been
readily available in all Member States. The Corru:flission therefore considers that. the
Observatory can surely continue to act as one of the most important analytical sources on
which are to. be ba5ed practical proposals to stimulate, innovate and supplement the range of
eXisting actions, in the new form of partnership proposed under the.Integrated Programme
in favour of SMEs and the craft sector 4, and hopes that this,-Report Will help towards
riu!eting the information needs of all those concerned with the future of SMEs and i_nvolved ·
. in policy debates at ·both national'and European levels.·.
This document, which closely follows the Report's ~tructure, sets out a surrimary of the
Commission's comments on the Report, referring mainly to new data and results provided
by the Observatory, and focuses primarily on its most controversial findings or aspects that
are particularly open for outside criticism. It thus presents the Commission's coilllltents on
the· business performance (Chapters t.:.S) and the bu.siness· environment (Chapters 6-13)
parts of the Report, whilst also covering its th~me studies (Chapters 14-16) and conclusions
(Chapters 17-18). As it has been the case with regard to its comments on the first and
second reports 5,· the Commission did not apprais~ systematically the data for each Member
State or the annexes to the Report although incidental use has been made of them in order
to .illustrate or highlight some ofthe ideas and concepts used.·
·

GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE REPORT
The Commission very much welcomt!S this third Report considering the state of SMEs,
particularly as it clea~ly reaffirm_s the need to promote mutual consultation and joint
coordination leading to the exchange of best practices between Member States a.S a means
· to give full scope to the dynamism and innovative potential of SMEs, along the ·lines
presented in the Council Resolution of lO October 1994 6.

3 See in partiqular the Resolution from the European Parliament (PE 186.411 of 19 January 1995) and
the Opinion froin the Social and Economic Committee (CES 52/95 of 25 January 1995) on the second
·
annual report from the European Observatory' for SMEs. ·
4 COM (94) 207 final of 3 June 1994.
5 COM (93) 527 final of 5 November 1993 and COM (94) 352 final of 7 September 1994, respectively.
·6 .0.1. C 294 of22 Oc,tober 1994.
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· The third· ~nnual Report ,of the European Ob~ervatory for SMEs aims in particular. at·
' _providing both institutions: and individuals with• some comprehensive infori}la~iori about tl:te
- performance-of SMEs in. the Internal Mark~t and the factors which influence them .. It is
~largely base9 ori comparable data collected by EUROSTAT C!-S well as on the conceptual
--- -framework set 'out. in: its "Enterprises in Europe" reports and, .following the Commission's,
. ' suggestion 7' its structure has been adapted to' explicitly consider the' various it~nis io 'be
presented' and "variables to .be analysed as :elements of either theperform~rice of sM:Es or-.
their busines-s -environment.
- ·
·
·

''

.·l

\

_·,· . .

As has -been.the cas~ ~th previous reports, the European SME sector-is .taken to comprise
ent~rprises (except in agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing) employing -less than' s"oo'
-persons. Additionally,: the folloWing qroad size classes are. distinguished within 'the S~
sector: · :

.

micro enterprises: o~9 employees; : '
-. '
- ·small ent_erprises: 10-99 employees;_ sometimes further subdividedinto·10~19, 20-4~ and
50-99 erriploye~s;
_ -· _
· _
medium enterprises: ·1 00-.499 employees, sometimes_ further· subdivided into 100-249 and
250:-499 employees 8. : .
.
.
,l

.I

'·

- The (:ommis~ion.acknowledges that-the -~etho<!ology-~sed- by t~e Observatory has atre.ady
pn:>ved to secure the _use of- comparable data throughout the . reports, thus providing a
structured and .~ompre~ensive basis
g\iid~ .their development· _in_- subsequent y~ars. It .
nevertheless_-recalls that the statistical thresholds- ret~ned by the Observatory for defin_ing__ _SMEs clearly . need to .-be reconsidered to reflect·- as -accurat~ly as possible_ the: sodq-- _
,. economic reality -of this ca~egory of enterprises. Moreoyer; the limited availability of qata: ..
ref~rring to the period i991-95 invites to the use· ofsome prec~ution when looking at !he
relevance and accuracy of qualitative assessments made in theRepoit; particularly whenever. developments which are estim,ated to, have' o~curred during this period' are. compar~d to
those identified in pie\ri.ous years. _. __
-·
·"
·
·
· ·· · · ·
·
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.
.· '8 The ~enef!li expression "SME" Is .the only one 'used. thi<nighout this ·docuimint as to designate all

enterprises employing less than. '5()0 p~rs<>ns. Any other r~ferenee io lnicro, smail . and medium
enterpri~es should therefore be read relerritig to specific size classes:
' . .

as
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1.

Economic growth and sectoral development'

As this Report is drawn on the basis of the same core statistical data set used in the context
of the second Observat~ry's repqrt and referring mainly to 1990 there are, obViously, no
significant qifferences to be noticed with regard to ~he main characteristics and structure of
the European non-primary private sector, apart from those resulting from the extension of
its geographical coverage 9. On the basis of the Observatory own estimates, it could thu~ be
assumed that there are at present in Europe more than .17 million enterprises, of which some
99.9% employ less than· 500 employees .and some 93% are ~cro e!lterprises. Including
large firms,. the average enterprise in the European economy has about 6 persons employed
(ranging from 3 in Greece to 13 persons employed in Sweden), while the- av~rage SME
employs slightly less than 4 persons. As a: result, SMEs would now provide well. over 70
million jobs, accounting for an impressive 71% of total employment 10 in the Europe~n
non-primary private sector.

Notwithst~ding the statistical limitations referred to above there is at least a· general,
relatively new finding in the Report that deserves further consideration. Although labour
productivity in SMEs, as measu-red by value added per occupied person, seems to be below
the national ave~age in almost all countries (the only exceptions being Belgium, DeQffiark,
Germany· and Norway), its size class pattern appears to follow an inverted V-shape,
- reaching its highest value for medium-sized enterprises. Together· with other findings
relating to sectoral and national variations in SME relative labour productivity, and
assuming that there is a positive relation ·between average enterprise size and -capital
intensity, this would suggest that the relative distribution of SMEs and large enterprises
across the economy is related to the very- nature of the production process and partly
governed by economic ~fficiency -11. When considered from a po~tical point of view, this result seems to give .a clear indication. as to the need to further consider and develop
differentiated policy approaches and instruments, tailored to the specific needs of different types of enterprises according to their. size, category and place in the economic fabric.
Moreover, when taken together with the already available. evidence on the existence of
fundamentally different problems, attitudes and behaviour within the SME sector 12, this
finding can orily strengthen the Commission in reconsidering the current definitions of
SMEs with a view to adopt a general, though flexible, size class classification which would
better reflect observed differences between different types of enterprises. ·
.·

9 See note 2 above. As wa5 noted in the Commission's oomments on the second report Austria, Finland .
and Sweden are much more oriented towards large enterprises than. former EU Member States since
. they depict, as a whole, a lower number of enterprises per 1,000 inhabitants and higher average firm ..
.size than any other country.
·
·
.
·
.
10 Defined as the number of persons working at least 15 hours weekly and including the self employed.
11 In this sen,se, the market forces alone would work towards an economic optimum, with SMEs and large
firpts tending to dominate those sectors and markets in which they 'generally can benefit from higher
labour productivity. However, these results must be seen as provisional and still require further
· investigation.
·
·12 See COM (94) 352 final of 7 September l 994, p. 4 ..

,·
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The Obseryatory ·has ·also consider~d usefu.i. to analyse estimated dev~lopments .b~tween
1988_:.and. 1995 'by distinguishing .three sub-periods, 'as those. years can be seen as
encompassing a: succession of three different phases of growth (1988-.i990), stagnation
.(1990-1993) and recovery ( 1993-199 5 The results presented in .the Report are in tune with
·previous- findings suggesting·· that S:MEs have in ·general outperformed large enterprise~
during the fi~st .Part of t_ha~ period, at.least if their respective performance is m~asured by
·average ann~al.growth rates in real value added, teal tumoyer and.employment.. Areversill
of this tend_ency, which' could- be the result of a decline in .the econ6m.ic performance. qf
micro enterprises, ~ppears nevertheless to take form .from 1990 ·onwards as. the: growth'
differential between SMEs on the one hand. and larg~ firms o_n the other is found· to become
gradually smaller in all three dimensions, and is ·particularly evident ·in 1993-1995, ,when
large-firms.gfOW even faster th~nSMEs.
.
.
.
.

r

_. :.

For the entire period .of ·1988:..95 however, . average yearly real. turnover as we.ll as
employment growth in SMEs would have been in excess of that of large firms, .and. rrucro,
enterprises; although far frorri being recession-proof, would have been the .only ones able to
secure' some ~ignificant. net job creation. In particular, the employment growth cliffer~ritial·
' w'as found to be .positive .in all countries but Ireland, Spain and Norway, and qu~te
substantial- in_ such'. sectors ' as wholesale 'trade~' retail distribution,· ·-transport and
communications, and producer. services. Furtherinore, some restdts. from -recerit .res~atch
indicate that the growth perfo'rmanc.e of SMEs has a considerable impact' 011 overall
economic growth, and suggest .that small firm pplicy can be deemed as an instrument for:
reducti6I1 of unemplo}rment or as a means, of furthering economic growth. Whilst it is .
· .certainly conceivable that there are -alternative routes to achieve the same· rate of economic .
. growth, .• the research evidence would thus imply that. policies' which' put more emphasis on
the small firm sector would' have' better chances to, at the same time, secure higher levels 9f
·.employment. Thus b.eing, it would be 'voith examining.~hether_that apparent reversalinthe
relative position· of SMEs :and large fii-ms is significant and· pervasive or merely. the
transitory result of distinctive .size class behaviour and temporal adjustment ·paths ·to the
economic ·cycle, as soine indications in the Report, refernng to producti~ty ·and profitability·
development pa~tems, seem to point to.
·
··
.. -.

2~

. Business dyna~ics and ~ntreprerieurship >
.

.

.

.

-

.

. A considerable part of this chapter can be ;ead-as, in upda~e of work already done. by the
Obser-vatory in·_ the context of its first annual report. As. it w~s then i.uideriined; the
.· heterogeneity of data and information .sources available does not allow any defi~te
conclusions t~l ·be .drawn and the re$illts·presented therefore· have to be- com~i"¢ie~ with ·
caution. .Some riew insights into the significance of new enterprises generatntg jobs ~nd
promotingindustri~ .cmd co:mmercial renewal have ~ilso been added, but these are, to a large
eXtent, based on limited, and mainly anecdotal evidence only.

in

,.,
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Notwithst(!.nding this analytical limitation the Report thus confirms the· economic Vital~ty of.
the European private sector in general, and the importance of self employment in the SME
sector in particular. Quite unsurprisingly though; the remarkable stability that_can be noticed
in European trends referring to registrcttion .of.new enterprises and self employment between
198"8 arid 1993 turns out to be .the most Visible ·effect of several opposite, compensating
developments when the analysis is carried ,out at a lower leVel of aggregation. In fact, whilst
sectoral data underlines the significance of the ongoing ,process of tertiarisation of the
European economy and seems to confirm prior eVidence of faster renewal of the economic
fabric in services, ·registration data seems to show that a sigrrlfleant increase in ·business
creation in Denmark, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Portugal went .along with ·a
· dramatic reduction of start-up activity -in such countries as Greece, the United Kingdom and
.Norway during the period in consideration _1~. Moreover, some results relating to new firm·
survival, the starter's entrepreneurial background and the motives and driving forces behin4 .
· business start-up, as well as to the main obstacles and ·barriers to start-up and enterprise
growth, would suggest that the best performers, as regards •new. firm surVival, are to bei
· found within Member States where some formal systems of profession~l training and
qualification. requirements related to the' access to some professions or activities were
already well developed.
The policy implications ·of these findings are not strai.ghtforw~d, as the data presented
under different tables in the Report is hardly comparable and sometimes even looks
contradictory 14~ Yet, judging from the .reported major causes of business failure and
considering that the risk of unemployment was found to be an increasingly important motive
· to start up an enterprise, they clearly reinforce the Commission's belief on the importance of
providing adequate information and . counselling, as well ·as appropriate education and
training to newly created enterprises. Likewise, they underline the importance of promoting
·mutual consultation and coordination between Member States, namely as regards the .
improvement and · simplification of the business environment with a view · to reducing ·
burdens on business~s and unlocking their potential t.o create jobs, as advocated by the Integrated
Programme.
·
·
.
.

13 More recent information neverth~less indicates-that the number of business start-ups re8uined an upward
path in 1994 in the United Kingdom.
·
· .
· .
.
.
14 ·For instance, figures for self employment include agriculture and are not always in line with those
presented in previous reports, whilst datH referring to new registrations per 1,000 inhabitants and per
1,000 enterrrises doesn't always receiv¢ confirmation from statistical information available on the
number of enterprises per 1,000 inhabitants.
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3.

~

Labour

Whilst noting that policy making requires knowing not merely where the new jobs are
created but also how and why they are created, the Observatory carefully assesses the
current debate on job creation by enterprise· size and adds some new empirical findings to
. the results it has already produced on .this subject. It is concluded that the· methodological .
. criticism raised by some studies on SME job. creation does riot invalidate its previous
analysis and that the statement that SMEs generally create more jobs than large ·enterprises
remains valid in Europe. Moreover, it would seem that net job creation rates decline with
' the enterprise starting size, which would allow that conclusion to apply regardless of the
employment data for 1990
relative position of the firm along its life cycle. On the basis
and the Observatory•s own estimates'for average annual growth rates in employm:ent by size
'class, it can in fact be noticed that job creation jn SMEs has more than ·compensated job
··
. ·
losses in larg~ enterprises during the period 1988-1995 15 ..·

of

'

'

In .spite of these encouraging signs,· it remains c!ear that .employment·· creation in .the
· European business se9tor .is. far fro~· impressive and still a long way from contributing ·.
~ significantly to curb unemployment.'M:oreover, the evidence presented in the Report clearly
indicates that SMEs may also".~have been loosing jobs in the most recent years. In general
terms, ·and on .a medium term perspective, the. ·Commission therefore considers that
increased attention should be paid to· such issues as improving employment opportunit.ies for ·
the 'labour force by promoting investment in vocational training 'and raising 'the quality of
human capital, increasing the employment intensity of growth by encouraging changes in
. work organisation and working time, . reducing non-wage labour costs, especially at the.
lower end of the· wage and productivity scale; and improving the effectiveness of labour
market policies and measures designed to fight against social exclusion, namely by
enhancing flexibility in the fields of professional and geographical ·mobility· and considering
incentives to create and take over new jobs. As regards· SMEs, the Commission will
endeavour to stimulate, innovate and supplement the range of existing actions, namely· those
already adopted under the SME Initiative and the Integrated Programme, in order to
, faciiitate the ~reation and subsequent development of enterprises,· to · reduce the
.administrative burdens borne by SMEs, to improve their access to capital and finance, and
· to assist thein in their efforts to fully benefit from the opportunities of the Internal Market,
namely when ·it comes · to reinforce their ·participation in the various · Community
programmes and to engage into some form of internatio1;1al cooperation. With that in view,
and in line with the conclusions of tlie Cannes European Council,· it intends in particular to ·
subrriit a report on the means of improving the effectiveness of current SME policies to the.
Madrid European Council.
l

15 Actually, both medium and large enterp~ises seem to have .been loosing jobs at. an average annual rat~ .
of about -0.5% (meaning a: total of some 75;000 and 140,000 jobslost per year during the periOd in·
consideration, and respectively). Thus being, job crealion was almost completely due to 'micro
enterprises (0. 75% ~r about 235,000 new jobs pe~ year), since small firms have only achieved a smaU .
increase in. their elilployment leVel (less than 0.1% per year,' on average).
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At the sa~e time,· it is generally recognised that SMEs are not a completely independent
engine of employment growth and that special attention has to be paid to industrial
interactions between enterprises of all sizes. Thus, the contribution of SMEs towards
flexible .production, and its implication on job quality is also considered in this chapter.
Although clearly recognising SMEs to be instrumental in absorbing the less sought-after
categories of the workforce, the Report then suggests that flexible production, as a by. product of large enterprises' rea9tion to an uncertain, ever-changing economic environment,
has a considerable negative impact on SME job quality.
In particular, it builds on some well known, extensively documented and interacting trends
(increase in the female participation rate and employment share, sectoral shift in
employment from manufacturing to services, and increase in the number of part-time and
temporary jobs, amongst others) to conclude that SMEs are, in general, more likely to have
a significant proportion of their wqrkforce covered .by part-time or temporary contracts than
large enterprises. At the same time, SMEs are also found to make relatively more use of a
less educated, and therefore ~ess productive, workforce, to be relative,ly less inclined to
engage in vocational training, and to offer poorer working conditions, at least in terms of
wages and fringe benefits.
However, the evidence presented in the Report to support the view that SME job quality is
somehow "the dark side of flexible production" seems far from conclusive. Alongside with
considerable differences observed between Member States, that can be due to a combination
of developmental and cultural factors 16, the involuntary dimension of part-time and
temporary work is largely overlooked by the Observatory, and there are reasons to assume
that sectoral aspects are at least as important as· size class differences in explaining job
tenure and job quality. As they stand, the Report's findings can only but stress the need. for
further analysis on these issues before any operational conclusions can be drawn.
.

.

'

.

In the mean time, and considering that inferior'job conditions in SMEs, as long as they lead
to lower costs of production, might provide a· <;:ompensation for size-related cost
disadvantages compared to large firms, it is important to stress that SMEs do hav~ thei:J;own specific problems that must be addressed, if they are to develop, namely by means of
new targeted innovative initiatives, particularly ones aimed at resolving problems of scale,
knowledge, complementarity and coordination. Yet, the issue is not primarily whether
SMEs or large firms are better locations of employment so much as improving the social
and economic performance of all firms. ·At a time when labour is increasingly seen '·as a
resource rather than simply ·a cost, the Commission would therefore suggest that
instruments be sought which directly 1tnk the raising of working standards with the raising
of competitiveness.

16 It is interesting to. note, for instance, . that part.:.time working is almost insignificant in
Southern/peripheral countries (Greece, Italy, Ireland, Portugal and Spain) and that most of them can be.
ranked amongst those having longer working weeks (the United Kindgom replacing Italy in the top
five), and that temporary contracts.. are, by far, particularly important in Spain.

.
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4. ·

Regional disparities

·Recognising the importance of the regional dimension in SME and employment policy, the
Commission welcomes the inclusion ·of a chapter .on regional disparities in the Report,
especially. as it se.ems to confintl a nmnber of key trends in relation to the role of SMEs in
alleviating those· disp-arities.
·
The ·data in .the Report, which, incidentally, r-efers, only to manufactu.ring employment,
confirril that SMEs make a particularly significant contributio.n to employment ·creation in
less developed regions. However, if an analysis like this is to add value to the Commission's
. policy-making effort, it ..must either. present some new facts or provide more in,.depth·
explanations of the present regional situation of SMEs. The main criticism of this chapter is
that it ~oes not seem to fully achieve these objectives .
.On the one hand, the Report. ~tates that Objective 2 regions arerel~tivdy less dependant ·on
SMEs in employment terms but this is hardly relevant from a policy-'making point of view,.
as the basis for the adoption of Community initiatives RECHAR, ~SIDER and KONVER
was not that Objective 2 regions were less dependant on SMEs but that for l)istoricalreasons there was no tradition or entrepreneurship· in these regions. It is for this reason that
SMEs are less important in Objective 2 regions. Accordingly, the programmes -now being
put into operation under the Corinnunity Initiatives have as a major objective to stimulate
. SME development to compensate for the loss ofemployment in large declining industries
~ '··
such as coal and steel.
' ..
'
· On the other hand, the Observatory found that Objective 5b regions do not . display a
consistent :pattern .
to their level of dependence on SMEs for employment. . The
Commission . nevertheless considers that SMEs constitute the very essence ·of •'the
entrepreneuriat fabric on rural are3;s and that their development is one of the .determining
. factors to ensure economic diversification of these areas. It would therefore suggest that
future repor-ts tackle this question and address· the specific· difficulties with which SMEs:
have to cope in rural areas, in particular with regard to . insulation, insufficiency and
· maladjustment of support services, absence of sub-contracting companies, difficulties · of
attracting high qualified personnel, and the high : cost of conneCtion to modem
communication networks. Moreover, the Commission wishes to point out that the European·
Observatory of innovation a~d rural development, set ~P within the. framework of the
Community initiative LEADER II in order to. id~ntify, characterise, validate and facilitate·
the transfer of innovations undertaken in rural enviroriment, could in particular contribute to·
the exchange of good practices aiming at the support of SMEs in the rural areas.

as

.
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The Report puts much emphasis on tile importance of micro-entreprises to the creation of ·
employment. However, there is no analysis of the impact of displacement both within·
regions and between regions which can be a by-product of micro-entreprise dynamics.
Furthermore, there is no indication of the sectors in which micro-entreprises are relatively
more important at the regional level and the issue of the-indirect employment contribution
of micro-enterprises, which can vary significantly amongst sectors, is still to be addressed. "
f'

The Report refers to the spatial process of decentralisation and indicates that· smaller towns
and peripheral areas have increased their employment relative to larger towns and cities. It
would be more interesting to know whether employment in smaller towns has actually
·
increased in absolute terms.
The Report also puts some emphasis on analysis of divergences between border regions.
Nevertheless, there is no clear explanation of why such ·detailed analysis is carried out on
thispoint and it does not seem to lead to any strong conclusions from a policy perspective.
.

.

The Commission thus feels that the topic examined in this chapter 'was too broad to enable
one to draw strong policy conclusions and that fo'r the future it would be more valuable to
examine a more clearly defined topic. For example, as the analysis of this year•s Report
suggests that some less developed regions have been very effective in stimulating SME
activity to address employment needs, it would be valuable to have a detailed analysis of
how SMEs have evolved in these regions including case studies and surveys, as were used
in earlier reports of the Observatory. A second area worth examining is the process of
entrepreneurship itself in less developed regions. The conclusions on entrepreneurship of
this Report are predictab!e. It would be useful to have some data on the impact of different
types of policy initiatives, namely those which currently receive Community support under
the Structural Funds, in stimulating entrepreneurship in declining regions. Again . case
studies or surveys would be useful.
·
On the other hand, assuming that neither a high dependence on small .and medium-sized
.
firms nor on large firms solely are to be optimal, it could be wo~hwhile examining whether
the regions which have experienced the most favourable development of economic wellbeing are those that had a good mix of industries ·and business sizes, and whose business
sector was characterised by a relatively rapid pace of change. In fact, if the potential for net .
job growth via new firm births is the greatest in regions that have historically not been
SME-dominated, and is to be· explored at reasonable cost without actually discriminating
against existing businesses, there should therefore be some room for policies aiming both at
improving the general business climate and increasing the nu~ber of start-ups in industries
for which the regional market conditions are relatively favourable or relatively unimportant.
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s.

\

Export and international oritmtation

This chapter of the Report is meant to d~al with SME export. and international orientation<'
In fact only exports are treated arid this leaves a large part of the current process of
internationalisation untouched 17. Since the Commissiol).'s enterprise policy does not deal
with export promotion but with the other aspects of internationalisation, the Report iii' of
direct little help in formulating future policy, or in ass'essing the effi.cienqy with which its
instruments promote the internationalisation of SMEs, whether'it be within the Union on the.
Internal Market or outside the Uruon. .
·
·
Much of the chapter is .taken up by the obserVation that firms from smaller economies .
· export more than · those froni :targe ones. This is inevitable since smaller countries can
sustain a narrower nmge of industries on tliei~ domestic' markets than larger ones and must
- therefore trade to acquire the produ~ts for' lacking industries. Larger countries·. engage iri
more'intra~sectoraltrade.and in many ways t~s represents'a more interestingsubject'of
· examination. In any case, the distinction made should be between intra and extra EEA trade
rather than .EU trade. By combining this approach with regional regroupings irito for
instance the Northern countries, Benelux, British Isles and the Iberian peninsula, the effects
. of the size of national economies and local preferences could be minimised and more
worthwhile analysis of exports undertaken. ·
·concerning the higher export prope~sity of large firms, a statement of this kind requires
qualification, even if a positive correlation can be found between the average firm size in an·
industry arid its share of exports in turnover. On the orie- hand; technological· intensity· is ,
, likely to constitute a key variable for· exporting by SMEs· and, on the other hand,. many ,
SMEs, particularly in the service sector; serve local consumer•markets: .Firms_ serving such
markets
riot usually export in the traditional sense since overseas clients must come to
them. The· increasing tendency for- exports fro~ service sector SMEs is likely to be the
result of producer· services development, where either the supplier goes to the client or
telecorrimunications are used to offer a truly cross-borde~ service. It ·would in ariy c·ase be
more useful to. compare the export propensity of firms in those sectors where exporting can
easilybe undertaken 18.
.

can

.

\.

17 For ex~inple, and according to UNCTAD, one out often investments abroad is 'currently undertaken by
_SMEs. Moreover, modem fol:ms of ifitemational business cooperation such as alliances or licensing
. agreements could .also be of increasing interest for SMEs.
.
, ,
·
18 Apart from these general comments, it can also be noticed that the text is less accurate in some points.
It is not strictly correct to spemc of deregulation of trade tariffs, which have been lowered over
successive GATT rounds, nor of harmonisation of staridards, since mutual recognition also occurs.
Finally, Norway voted not to accede to the Union and should not be presented as a Member.
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6.

Macroeconomic. environment (

There are no particular comments on this chapter, which heavily bears on macroeconomic
· data published by the Commission services. On the whole, it confirms that the European
economy has entered a phase of recovery, led by some rapid growth in external demand,
and that significant progress has been made towards nominal convergence, improving both
the price competitiveness ofEuropeanindustries and their profitability. Yet, some additional
efforts seem to be required in several Member States to bring down their public and external
debt to a more acceptable level, and unemployment is expected to show only a modest
decrease in the near future.
Recent improvements in the current state and perspectives of the European economy do not
sigruficantly change the na~re and dimension of the macroeconomic challertges faced by the
Community, as they have been presented in the "White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness
and Employment" and relate mainly to achieving and consolidating high rates of job creation
and ensuring that the necessary conditions for a smooth transition to the Economic and
Monetary Union are met. Ftdfilling these objectives will therefore require the adoption and
development of policies aiming at increasing the overall levels of competitiveness and
efficiency of the European industry, improving the functioning of the labour market,
creating favourable conditions to an increase in production capacities, and securing a stable
macroeconomic environment. ·

7.

Recent policy developments nffecting SMEs

The Report reviews a number of initiatives and policies undertaken by the Member States in
support of SMEs. This illustrates the increasing recognition by the Member. States of the
decisive role played by SMEs in job creation, competitiveness and economic growth. The
nature of the different measures adopted also shows that there is a certain convergence
between the various Member States both as regards the key problems affecting SMEs and
the possible ways of dealing with them. This also suggests that the European Institutions.
could play a complementary role in this field, particularly by promoting the exchange of best
practice.

As regards the methodology adopted by the Observatory, the Commission nevertheless
thinks that the quality of the analysis could be improved in several respects in the future. For
example a clear and concise presentation of recent developments by type of measure rather
than by Member State, along the lines of what has been done in connection with
environmental policy, would have facilitated comparative analysis and hence increased the
value of this chapter.
·
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8.

Labour market

This chapter largely focuses on the enterprise environmental aspects of labour issues and
usefully complements those oh "labour" and "education and entrepreneurship". The
Conlmission will therefore refrain from further .commenting here those points· that are
already being addre~sed elsewhere. ,
In the light of the undergoing, and much expected, general economic recovery, some ofthe
evidence iri this chapter can nevertheless be disturbing. To riame just a few examples, there
are signs l.n many parts of Europe that, in spite of high labour availabilitY, enterprises are
facing difficulties iri finding people with the· skills they require and that this may still inhibit
output growth and job creation.' Or that increasing use of numerical and functional
fleXibility, imp.ortant as it may. be. for economic· efficiency, can· lead to a suboptimal
·utilisation of human resources and contribute to the emergence of some kind of "dual'.'
labour
market, due to an expected polarisation of work qualifications.
.
.

'

'

But fact~ need to be looked at as a means of analysing problems and identifying possible
solutions,. and not as matters to be dismissed if they do not meet with how we would like
things to be. In thls vein, and by shoWing that.sirnilar constraints are being dealt with in very
different· ways b~ different. Member States, as seeins to be the case with regard to labour
market issues 1 , this Report clearly underlines the need to promote mutual consultation·
and joint coordinat~on, namely in the field of considering and exchanging "best practices"
between Member States.
.

.

.

'
I

.

.

'

•

.-

-.

.Certainly, the complex nature of labour markets, an~ their central role in fulfilling social as
well as economic objectives, mearis that Member State systems need to be understood in the
context of distinctive national . features· in the business .. environment as well as in the
institutional a~d legi~hitive arrangements that are ill place. Yet, the Community. has an.
important role to· play in providing a framework .within which Member States can freely
choose the means they use to pursue their employment objectives. While fully respecting .
national choices or preferences it would ·thus seem useful to consider whether it is possible
to combine different experiences to· improve overall · perfo.rmance, and to encourage
Membe~ States to cooperat~ in policy development in order to minimise its.costs and ensure
. compatibility between different national systems whenever they need to interact acrqss the
Union.

l9 Both the level(%, of GDP) and the strucblfe of public expenditure on labour market policies can be
noted to vary markediy across Europe. In particular, Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg, Norway and
. .Sweden have a relative high level of expenditure (particularly as opposed to Greece, Italy, Spain and
the. United Kingdom), and spending on training and youth measures dominates in France, Italy, Ireland·
and Portugal, while job subsidies an~ more important in Belgium, Denmark and Spain.
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9.

Capital and finance

This chapter in the 'Report does not call for particular comments on the part of the
Commission. However, it should be pointed out that the SME facility mentioned by the
Observatory for interest rebates on EIB loans to. SMEs creating new jobs was a tem'porary
instrument scheduled to expire on 31 Julx 1995.
This chapter gives an overview of the various efforts made by Member States. to facilitate
access by businesses to sources of finance. This is still a problem for SMEs even if the
Report lists a large . number of measures in force. It would therefore be · interesting to
examine the reasons why the specific prograrn:cnes or other activities conducted by the
public authorities or the financial institutions themselves are not providing an adequate
response to t}J.e needs of SMEs.
It should also be pointed out that the relations between banks and SMEs, which are a~ .
important aspect of improving SME access to sources of finance, are a central issue at the
Banks-SMEs Round Table, following up the Commtmicat:ion from the Commission on the
Report of the Round Table of leading representatives from the banking sector 20_ The
Commission will also continue its work on improving access by businesses to finance·.and
credit, particularly as regards strengthening own resources m innovative and high-tech
companies and facilitating access by SMEs to capital markets.

10.'

Infrastructures

In vie,w of the importance of communications infrastructures in today's economy, the
Commission is particularly pleased that this questio·n was dealt with in a specific chapter of
the Report, especially as the study was not restricted to infrastructures in the traditional
sense, but also took account of modern virtual infrastructures. The quality of infrastructures
directly affects business productivity but, as the Report stresses, regiqnal disparities
continue. to be substantial.
The Commission is also pleased that the Report looked into the question of the leverage
effect of public investment on business productivity. However, it would have been useful if
the approach to investment in infrastructure had not been exclusively macro-economic and
if a few specific examples had been provided. This chapter could also have tried to
determine the place of infrastructures among the factors determining b~siness location,
compared with other factors which might influence an investment decision (proximity to the
market, quality of the workforce and environment or financial incentives). The Report also
made no mention of the elements which would have allowed identification of the types of ·
companies, in terms of size, sector or nationality, for which the quality of infrastructures
had the greatest influence .on the production process.

20 "Towards a more efficient partnership between financial institutions anq SMEs", COM(94)435 final of
28 October 1994.
·
·

'

I

I·.

l6

Moreover, arid· since this chapter is ,meant to. consi9er jnfrastructures· in a. bro~d sense, it
\. .would also have been usefulto take already int6 ·account the -effects of energy co·sts and of
·the realisation of the internal energy market on SMEs, in.line with a previous rem~rk made.
by the Commission 21. In fact,· prope;. availability of e~ergy at the· best possible prices· and .
. on the best possible t~rms, .namely by ensuring security ·of- supply and guaranteeing
sustainable,- non-inflationary growth while protecting the enVironrilent, is deemed to be a·
determinant factor in strengthening the . overall competitiveness of the European· e~onomy;
and that of SMEs in p~uticular.
· ·
While approaching the effects of the new infrastructures by type is relevant, -insufficient use
has l::!een inade of the data, particularly as regards road_s and· railways. ·For example, there is
not much point in knoWing bow matty kilometre~ of motorway were built in Spain ·and
Portugai between 1986 and 1992, and the proposed analysis of railway infrastructures is too
brief to take full account of the effects which the establishment .of a network of new highspeed l~nes or the ·development of combined raiVroad transport could have in Europe.·
However, telecommunications have been dealt with better and could serVe as a model for
· both the contents and presentation of an analysis.'
.
As regards the questions arising. from the introduction · of. new iflfrastructures; the
·Commission fully agrees With the conclusions of the Observatory:· The construction of new
infrastructures cannot in itself provide a~ solution to the .problems of saturation or. pollution.
Only long-term vision taking account of the social usefuh:~ess of the various types. of
· infrastructure ~auld be of use. As stressed in .the Report, · efficient infrastructures are
necessary but. not sufficient to bring about positive effects on the economy. However, it
would have been us.eful if the-Observatory Jia:d.drawn more practical_conclusions concerning
the p~eferable ~ype of infrastructure and the benefits which the SMEs sho~ld draw fro~? it.

a

Finaliy the Commission is pleased that the Report deals with virtual infrastructures .and to a
great extent shares the ObserVatory's concern that. the j~ormation society should be placed
. in a liberal context and that the new technologies should be disseminated amongSMEs.
.

.

.

The Report stresses the problems encountered by SMEs in gaining access to the information
society and rightly lists the advantages which such access could provide. In this respect the
three fields identified (training, teleworking and award of public contracts) are relevant, and
this chapter gives useful picture of what is at stake in. the establishinent of infrastructures
in Europe. Nevertheless, it is regrettable that jnsufficient emphasis was placed on the risk of
regional disparities, particularly as regards the development of new tedmologies. Thus;
although the analysis is mostly accurate, it is too general in some respects and does not pay
sufficie11t attention to. the specific characteristics of SMEs..
.

a

21 See COM (94) 352 final of 7 September 1994, p. 6.
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11.

Technology and innovation

The Commission recognises the quality ofthe analysis performed in the Report as regards
the technology and innovation chapter. The indications showing that SMEs are responsible
for a very high share of the innovations are certainly one of the most prominent elements of
this analysis. Nevertheless, the· reading of this chapter clearly shows the limitations of the
quantitative information used by the Observatory as the statistical data collected only
provides very partial highlights on the situation of SMEs in specific countries leaving very
little room for effective comparisons and overall conclusions.
In this vein, it would have been desirable to have more statistical information on the
economic importance over time of small technology based enterprises. They are described
as playing a significant role in the overall innovation process of the, largest countries in the
Union, but little is said about their development pattern in less advanced countries· or
whether they can be expected to become more and more important' in their economies.
Regarding the financing of innovation in SMEs, it would have been appropriate to look in
· more detail at the characteristics and importance of internal resources which usually
represent the number one source of finance for innovation. At the same time, it would have
been interesting to analyse the importance of collaborations with other enterprises or
universities as a critical factor for innovation in SMEs.
Finally, participation in European R&TD programmes is said to become increasingly
popular among SMEs. However, looking at the number of SME participants in the 3rd
. framework programme shows that it is only a tiny minority of SMEs that ·participate, and
those enterprises usually have high research capabilities. Cornrnunity R&TD programmes
base their selection of applicants eon -very competitive criteria such as technological
excellence and innovative character of the project. The application of these criteria will
inevitably dismiss enterprises with littl.e or no research capability of their own. The CRAFT
programme was introduced to answer the needs of more traditional enterprises as it allowed
groups of SMEs to contract out their research needs for a specific project. The introduction
ofthis SME specific type of project in the Brite-Euram (1991-1994) programme led to the
tripling of the number of SMEs participating in this programme, most of these new
participants belonging to traditional sectors. As a result, this type of project has now been
introduced in other programmes. A clearer distinction between the traditional projects and
the expanding CRAFT tYI?e programmes would have been necessary.
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12. . ·Education and entrepreneurship ·
.

.

.

This: chapter of the Report aims at drawing a general picture of the current state of affairs in ·
educatiqn and tentatively · assess.es its i~portance and limitations for fostering
entrepreneurship. Although valuable in itself, namely since it is the first time that the
Obsetvatory explicitly addresses these issues,· it largely amounts to a reasonable; honest
suniey of available research and inquily results, with little value added of its own as to the
possibility·. of idendfying some·. would-be specific features of entrepreneurship-based, asi
opposed to general education.
·
·
As it is stated in the Report, observed differences between Member States as regards the
· education level of their population and student participation nites. are less important .now
than they were in the past and largely restricted to the percentage of students in tertiary
education. Although welcoming. this general finding, which clearly shows that significant
progress is being made towards a better educated an~ trained workforce, in. itself more able·
to adapt to · the pace of change in technological progress and · the requirements. of
. increasingly flexible labour markets, the Collllllission nevertheless- wishes to point out that
any serious analysis of education and entrepreneurship also has to take into consideration a'
whole range of social and ·cultural factors that influence both the relative pcisitiQn 'of
different Member States and their developments paths in this field 22.

The Report nevertheless shows that for all countries for ·which data is available,
entrepreneurs and starters have a higher l~vel_ of education than the average· in the labour
· force: Furthermore, ihere. are positive links between, the level of the entrepreneurs'
education and the growth of the enterprise and its likelihood to export. However, most
entrepren.eurs .have no specific education on entrepreneurship. The Commission strongly .
agrees with the ·Observatory that further· attention should be paid to. encouraging ·the ·
·development of entrepreneurial skills through the education and training system, including
such issues as a multi-disciplinary .approach, personal skilis and the training of teachers.
Stimulating exchanges of infoiJl)ation and experience on the several pilot projects that
already exist in Member States, such ·as those reported in this chap~er, .would be welcome.

13. ·

Legal environment

This chapter of the Report is largely a statistical ove~ew of the legal forms of companies
and their· implications towards risk, liability, capital requirements and administrative
formalities. There are also clear links. with such issues as the transfer or t.ransmission of
enterprises, whether by inheritance or sale.

22 Complementary data published by ·Eurostat shows, for instance, that the p~rcentage enrollment in
education for 15-24 years old persons is remarquable low in the United Kingdom arid Ireland, probably
corresponding to an earlier entry into the workforce, and that laiowledge of data processing· and postcompulsory education are the l9west in· Southern countries (Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain) whilst
being particularly high in such s·mau, central oountries as D~runark.and the Netherlands. .
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.
As the conclusion points out, there are not so much good or bad legal forms of companies

but the entrepreneur should have the possibility of choosing the legal form which best suits
his business and personal circumstances 23. In this respect, the Report gives a go_od
overview of the is$ues and underlines the need for some Member States at least to find a
better balance between such aspects as capital requirements and liabilities. Tax rates, that is
either income tax or corporation tax, have an impact here too.
A major policy implication to be drawn from ,this study could be that the Commission
should continue to encourage Member States to look at· their company law structure in
order to best meet the need of entrepreneurs wishing to set-up a business. It should also
look at the possibility of expanding the concept of the EEIG by reducing or simplifying the
conditions towards setting one up, and to remove the barriers to the activities that they can
undertake. This would also be in line with one of the Recommendations in the Molitor
Group Report.
On the standards issue the Report confirms the Commission's previous understanding that
.SMEs feel left out of the standards-making process and do not have enough information
about what is happerung. There is probably something in the suggestion that standards can
be used by large companies to limit competition. The Commission would therefore agree
that SMEs should l;>e better represented in the standards-making process and that bodies
such as CEN and CENELEC should pay increased attention to their views.
The short section on quality assurance for European SMEs is also in line with the
Commission's pre;vious understanding. There ar~ a number of issues such as quality
assurance and certification, eco-audit· and eco~labelling requirements, which are not
compulsory, but which become so when SMEs are either required to do so to qualify as
sub-contractors, or feel that need .in order to remain competitive. This means that the.
quality assurance and certification processes need to be user-friendly and not too expensive
for SMEs. As the Report cl~rly. shows, the cost of ISO 9000 .certification per employee is
higher for SMEs than for large companies.

14.

Administrative burdens

'

·In view of the interest currently focused on improving and simplifying the business
environment, particularly for SMEs, tlus is a very timely theme· study. This is probably the
first time that a serious· attempt has been made to present an inventory of the current state
of play of administrative burdens on businesses in Europe and to give some estimates as to
the impact this has on them.

23 As one should expect, the Report considers that the. sole trader and partnerships formats have
significant relative advantages during the first stages of the enterprise's life cycle (namely as regards
start-up and early development) and that the limited company format (whether private or public) makes
it easier tp deal with such issues as later development or transmission.
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The estim~tes indiCating. that· obligations that result fro~ being in business actually caused·
· between 60 and 70 % of all administrative burdens s~ppoi-t the Commission's understanding
of the main problems for enterprises, particularly those which have just. started:.up. and small .
businesses. The problems of understanding both company and income tax, as. well ·as the
social security and other obligations from taking on employees are clearly ~ heavy burden·, ..
It is reassuring to see that the-Rep9rt also suggests that the key to reducing administrative.
burdens lies both in individual Member· States as well as the European institutions. This is
an_ aspect which is increasingly recogilised. in other reports, and has been underlined by the
·Molitor Group. Indeed, it is clear from the recent work undertaken that national legislation
is a major source of administrative burdens, particularly in the areas of taxation and social
security contributions.
.
·
·

in

.It is also interesting to see the Report indicates that in the opinion ofentrepreneur~ the main
causes for administrative burqens are the complexity and the number of forms that they are
required to complete. This , issue wl.ll continue
call for particular attention by the
Commission artd was already highlighted as a theme in its recent Forum in Paris (19-20 June
1995}on improving and simplifying the business environment, particularly for start-ups.--

to

This -Report !s also the first which attempts an overall· assessment of the- cost~ : of
administrative burdens for businesses in Europe. The estim_ate of between 180 · and 23 0
billion ECp, or between 3 and 4 % · of GDP, gives ample justification for what th,e
Commuruty is doing and more particularly what the Commission is advocating through its
' Integrated Programme in favour ofSMEs and· the craft sector. It is perhaps not surprising _
1.
to' see_fromthe figures that the total costs of administrative burdens on-each enterprise are
~
higher for large enterprises than the small ones, but that the costs per employee are higher
.. amongst smaller enterpris.es. Th,is gives further justificatio~ if it was still necessary; to focus·
attention on the particular problems of S:MEs ..
Finally, the Report suggests that, at the European level, the most important actions in ord~r
to reduce administrative burdens. ar~ to improve irifoimation and advice, to_ consider the ,
replacement and/or simplification of existing laws, and to look at the possible impact 'of new
legislation on businesses. It also points to the differing levels of pr()gress in this area that
have been made by the Member States. Again, this is further evidence. for the c·ommission
to carry .on its work within the remit of the Integrated Programme, and in particular to
advocate the spread ofbest practice·between the Member States through concerted actions .

.'
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15.

Producer services
.

.

.

The Commission welcomes the inclusion of a theme study on producer services in the
Report, particularly as it demonstrates a clear grasp of the subject and issues at hand on this ·
. field. In general terms, producer services are correctly defined as being service activities
whose outputs are, in the main, purchased by enterprises. They thus include business and ·
professional services (consulting, advertising, engineering and software), financial services,
insurance services and real estate services, as grouped under classes 81-85 of the NACE 70
classification of economic· activities, and are deemed to be of paramount importance to
SMEs, both from a supply and a demand point of view.
It can nevertheless be 'considered that the usefulness ·of that definition, as well as of
subsequ~nt analysis, is then limited by excluding transport and communications, which are
said to · be distributive services, from the scope of producer services. An alternative.
application of the definition given above could in fact be based on afourfold division of the
input-output tables according to two criteria: whether the output is mainly to other
enterprises or to. final demand and whether inputs are mainly from the enterprises own
resources or from purchases from other enterprises.

Sectors which purchase less than the economy average from other enterprises but sell more
than the average of their output to other enterprises would then be deemed 'primary input
sectors. Today in Europe, they comprise all producer services and nothing but producer
services. Their. output is used by all sectors of the economy rather than going to one or
other sector in particular, and this illustrates their strategic role in the modern economy.
Sectors which both purchase more than the average from and sell more than the average to·
other enterprises could be deemed intermediate manufacturing ones. They comprise such
traditional primary sectors as agriculture· and energy, whose added value now coines from
processing and refining rather·than growing or extraction, along with capital and investment
goods suppliers such as office machines and transport equipment producers. The last two
categories would relate to sectors which. sell more than the economy average to final
demand. According to whether they purchase more or less than the economy average from
other enterprises, they could be characterised as final manufacturing ·or final services.
Bearing in mind that services are to be found either at the ·beginning or at the end of the
economic process, would then make clear that they ought to be treated separately, and that
any policy implications were likely to be different for each category.
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The chapt~r also correctly identifies the sub-sector of producer services .usually known, for
want of a better word, as '~business servicesi• 24. Again, however, the content of this. subsector is. subsequently too narrowly defined. In addition to the so-called advanced· tertiary ·
industry of professional and technical services are. to be found many more banal activities
such ·as office cleaning, temporary work agenCies or security services.· In the past these have
made a significant con~ribution to ·the growth of business services, which is the second
largest market sector in.the European economy after wholesale trade and retail distribution.·
According to the Observatory, the relatively low demand for producer services on the part
of SMEs is mainly due to the difJ:iculties they have in identifying their requirements and their
lack of awareness of the services on offer to meet these requirements. However, these
problems could be alleviated ·. through training and . information for SME staff and by
measures ertcouragit:tg SMEs to make use of service providers. This terids to confirm the
· usefulness of actiVities such as Euromanagemen~, aimed at the training of SME staff,. as w~ll
as, amongst others, certain aspects of the Portuguese PEDIP programme, .of which SMEs ·
can take advantage only if they use selected service providers for drawing up their
applications .

I.

. Another reasop for the low level of use of producer services by SMEs is the cost of these
services; which smaller. companies often regard as too high compared With the limited funds
available to them. In such cases, measures s~ch ~s those in force in certain Member States
including, in particular, France and Italy, involving the granting of aid in the form of tax
ex~mption or subsidies if companies make use .of .services, would be suitable remedies and
. ·
their extension to other Member States should be encouraged 25.
In .addition, it would seem· that SMEs .and· particularly micro-enterprises are the most
important providers of producer services. In ·particular,. employment in the producer
services. sector has !ncreased substantially in recent years. This remarkable· growth, ·which
·should continue still further with the Internal Market, confirms· the importance of these
sectors in terms of employment and hence the importance of sustaining the development of
employment in . service SMEs as r_ecommended in. the . White paper on Growth,Competitiveriess and Employment, both by improving the productivity of producer services
and by means .of initiatives such as the enterprise and innovation cent~es aimed at promoting
· the creation and development of innovative enterprises by making a whole range of services
available to them,

.·

24 In fayt p~oducer and buswess are syn~nyms m:- this context: but one is uSed in a broad ·and the other in ~
narrow serise.
.
.
·
. .
25 It is possible though, in addition to the i~Sue of price raised in the chapter, that. externally provided
services can only be supplie4 in a minimum quantity that exceeds the requirements of' the smallest
firms. Equally, smaller firms may have greater recourse ·to· the services provided by their own
organisations rather than the inarket sector, in particular in those countries with publiclaw chambers
~hich they are obliged to contribute to.
.
.
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When con~idering the growth of producer services and the development of productivity, the
serious inadequacy of the national accounts as a data source needs nevertheless to be taken
into consideration. There are no adequate measures of physical output for services, so that
labour input is very often used as a surrogate for output. In practice this sets labour
productivity gains at zero and seriously distorts the growth potential of services, whose
value tends to rise faster than that of the economy as a whole for qualitative reasons
indicated in the Report as well as a result of their higher labour intensive nature.
Furthermore, the question on whether and to what extent does the development of producer
services provide new growth opportunities for European SMEs either as suppliers of such
services or by enhancing their perfomlance on domestic and international markets remains
largely unanswered, as the overly quantitatively oriented analysis of basic service statistics
_ still masks these more fundamental problems. Recognising the need to overcome these
· fundamental difficulties the Community has alr:eady adopted a comprehensive development
programme of service statistics 26 which should allow for increased availability of
· comparable, more useful data in the near future.

16.

The craft trades

The Report rightly draws ·attention to the considerable discrepancies in the way the various
· Member States define the craft trades and for this reason the Commission often adds the
phrase "small enterprises" when referring to the craft trades, since in spite of organisational
and legislative· differences, the craft. trades and smaller enterp.rises have a great deal in
common. The organisational structure of the craft trades is often the result of a long process
of evolution and craftsmen recognise each other through their national structures, which
.they do not wish to see changed. There is no need for harmonisation ofdefinitions because
of the Internal M~ket.
For this reason, the Commission has always said that it has no intention of proposing an
harmonisation of the definitions of the craft trades. Admittedly, it is difficult to obtain
consistent statistics on the craft trades because of the many differences in· the number of
professions included, the economic ·weight of the sector, the size of businesses, .the
organisational structure or the training of apprentices, journeymen and master craftsmen,
but the Commission cannot go along with the Observatory's wish to recommend
harmonisation of the definitions of the craft trades in order to resolve statistical problems as
suggested in the Report. However, it is prepared to support the statistical work in close coordination with Eurostat, with a view to improving the existing statistics whilst minimising
risks of any undue increase in enterprises' compliance costs.

As to the results of the second European Conference on the craft trades and small
enterprises held in Berlin on 26 and '27 September 1994, the Commission has presented a
brief report which outlines how it intends to react to the its conclusions and what initiatives
it might recommend to the Member States.
26 Council Decision 92/326/EEC of18 June 1992.·
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By eJdendingthe analysis ~~ed out in earlier reports, this chapte~ -focuses on th~ thre~foid
··interrelationship between S:ME-perfonmince, ·SME-dynamics and the business environment· ,
_·in. the light -of completion of the Internal Market.. Moreover, .a.s actual and .·estimat~d ' .
developments in those variables,. refer tQ the peqod 198·8:1994, · the ·Observatory has- ·considered ·useful to: distingUish betweeri two different :groups of :Countries (EUR-12. a:n,d ·_.
EFTA4), accor~ing to whether or not they were Union me~bers d~ring that period.-. _· :. ·
..

On the ~hole, -the_ information· included in the Report clea.rly .shows ---th(!.t recent' improvements' in the overall' economic situation and progress made in real and norriinal
convergence at the macroeconomic level 27 do have ·an equivalent at the enterprise le~el. In··
. . fact, n()i only did SMEs· perform fairly well in the EUR-12 as their business env~ronment
-. doubtless evolved towards a. higher _degree. of cOherence 28 . At . an aggregate level, ·
convergence is' particularly. noticeable in .such· domai~s 8:5 .fiscal and monetaiy policies, ..
·_ technology and innovation, capital' and: firiance, labour . markets, and macroeconomic'
. .strength and presence in globat markets, whilst at ari indicator level only' thre·e of the .
.indivi9uaL· variables tlilcen into considerati~n _·by· the Observatory. have shown_ so~e· - .
significant divergence· over that period.--Moreover, -the business enVironment in• the 'EFTA-4
_ also appears to have become increasingly similar to that prevailing in the~ Union in most- of·
'. those' domains, ·• the only -exceptiot:t being capital and finance where ·some relatively
unfavourable developments in_ fixed capital formation and· availability of .venture capital
appear to have taken place. -- .
- . ·
._ . ·- _ · ·- ·_· . .- - . · · ·· ·
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·.NotWithstanding_ this general tendency, _some divergence is.:n;:ported
have occurred;
however, hi labour- market policies (coupled by· some diversion of the.EFTA.:4 from the
EUR.:.12, and in spite of identified convergence tendencies in. unemployment benefits, as .. measured by replacement rates, and- start-,up policies), butd~ms on businesses- (esp~Cially·
. regulatory ·.burdens) and industrial relations (especially on labour. regulations, which,
-incidentatly, where · not found by . the . ·observatory _as significantly· affecting . SME ·
perfoirnance). Although it· should be noticed that the$e domains are exactly the three that
were found to be the most coher~nt in l988~ in t~s sense allowing also. for a· higher degree
-of liberty i!l_ national policies, ·this result seems to provide further evideri.ce . as ·to ' the. ·
importance of paying 'specific attention to the. di~tinctive features of different Member
States' employment and legal systems, -'as has been underlined in previous sections,
· whenever an assessment of the business environment impact on S:ME performance is to be ·
made.
·
. .. .

.

.

:··•.:

~~- See;. for instanCe,. the "1995_ ~~~ Economic Rep~rt", ~OM (94) 615 fin~l of,lJ D~e~ber 19?~:-·

,_-·

As m the Report, the _concept of convergence (or dtvergence) bas here a· dynamtc ·nature :'and

coiresponds t9 a movement towards incr~ (or decreased) coherence, which is viewed as itS ~tatic· ·.
·. ·
'- · ·
counterpart.
'
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In fact, an~ as could b~ eXpected, a .closer look into the various country-plots drawn. by the
Observatory_ most of the-times makes it possible to identify distinct groups of countries, and
-thus to'look at general similarities and differences between them. Yet, nowhere is this more
striking than with regard to burdens on .businesses, where four distinct patterns dearly
emerge 29 . Considering
that divergence
in labour market policies was, by and large, fou~d.
.
.
to be the result of a general movement towards higher levels of public expenditure on active
labour market policies and that it can ·probably be explained by a similar trend _in the dual
nature of labour markets, the Commission therefore feels that the Report's findings
considerably emphasise the importance of pursuing its own efforts towards further
-simplification of th~ (administrative) business environment, namely by means of. concerted
actions with the Member States, as advocated by the Integrated Programme.

As regards SME performance, and apart from .having found a certain degree of divergence
that seems to result -from a few, individual deviant cases, the Report suggests that recent
improvements in profitability' and generation of value added were only to limited extent
matched by emploY!llent growth. Whilst a general increase in the enterprises'· self-financing
capabilities iS certainly to be welcomed, especially since it cari surely act as _an enhancing
factor for future investment, other studies also suggest that the business propensity to invest
is still being negativ~ly affected by inflationary exp~ctations, interest rates differentials and
_exchange rate i.nst.ability. Thus being, promoting the development of a stable
macroeconomic environment by m~s of sound macroeconomic policy would indeed seem
to be one of the most important single factors in stimulating business development and
entrepreneurship, as well as employment growth and the international· competitiveness of
SMEs. Again, policies that put more emphasis on the small firm sector would be particularly
well suited.~~tq . achit;_Ve these objectiy~s. as the Observatory has found that the structure,
rather than .tJie l~et·of public expenditure tends to be associated with stimulating, or
·depressin$ factors of SME performance ~ 0 . ·
·

a

Finally, the Report's overall conclusio115 ~an oilly but be particularly welcomed by the
Comlnissiop. In general terms~ the business environment was found to have improved
during -theil&st six· years, convergence in the business environment is said to hav~
contributed tow~ds'S~ performance an~ most of all, completion of the Internal Market
appears as having a ·positive influence on both the business environment and SME
performance.
,·

_,
. .': ~

~ M~g

2

higher than· av'erage financial and regulatory burdens in· Austria, Belgium and Germany,
higher regulatory and lower financial burdens in France, Denmark, 'Luxembourg and the Netherlands,
higher fi,Dancial and lower regulatory burdens. in Greece, Italy, Ireland, Portugal and Spain, and,
finall!, lower regulatory an~ finan~ial bin·?ens in Finland, N01way, Sweden and. the U~ited Kingdom.
30
In this sense, fiscal an4 soc1al pohcy, as well as R&D efforts have· been constdered m the Report as
elements of the -business environment that have ·deteriorated, from the point of view 'of SME
performance, during the 1988-1994 period.··
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. _Natunilly,' ihese 'conclusic:ms have to be read with some caution, as it is still too early to.fully
·eyatuate the impact of the Internal MarJc~t on- SMEs. In particular, -8§ ·longer .time series .
'become gradua~ly available -and the time· elapsed since its officiaf c6m:ing inrO:~ce atlows
· more of its effects. to_ be visible; the Observatory will- eertainly be called_ to furtQer· pursue_
' and refine 'its analysis, -,namely by considering new causal reJations ''and adjusting their: size
_ _scope: Y ~t, si~ce the Internal Market' has been'billed .as> an enablit}g progflunme that' should
open up new possibillties for cqrriparues previously confined to one Member ·State~s market·
by offering. th~in an opportunity for growth,. it is reassUring io find .Out that, as far as 'the · ·
available- evidence goes, it· is keeping
its pron».ses. By strengthening -coordination of itsoym activities with those undertaken by Member States, the business commuriity ~d intermediaries ' responsible for providing . assistance to enterprises and' supporting 'the ' '
development and adaptation of SMEs and the craft sector, the Community Will continue to _
-. devote its best effortsJo.ensure th~t those objeet~ves are·metin the best-possible way.
·· :
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18 •. · Policy issues ·-

The Report- contains. a number of recomme~dations on policies to:pr_omote SMEs. These
are a,ddresseci primarily_ to _the European· InstitutioilS, -· atthough they ·are broadly ~peaking - ' al~o valid at national al)d regional levels. ;·
- '
'
'
'
'
The Co~ssiori broadlysupports the vie~ that policies in favQ~r ~fSMEs should be-better
:adapted to the fundamental: changes in the context in which S:MEs -B:!'e<op~rating in the
_European Union; The· Report· rightly , refers to_ 'the~ globalisati~n .o't inarkets, at· both;·
European andWofld l~vel; the development ofthe infonnation soCiety and ibe·cballenges to ..
S:MEs resulting from i~e Whlte Paper on Growth,"ComJ>etitiveness and Employment. ·
·
'

i.

..

.

-
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.These fundamental changes have already led the European Uruon. to strengthen :its poliCies
· aimed at_ supporting .SMEs, particul~rly !n the. following areas whic~ .. are quoted· in :the . ·
·.
· ··
,___ · · · ·
· ·
· ·
· · ;
Report:.·
·
·
- . -·a stable macro-economic framework;
an_open 'rompetitive envir()nment;
· - _- a •· netw~rk ·. of infrastructures, .· transport; . telecommunications
technologies;
.
. strengthening the competitive~ess (>fb~sinesses; . ..·
' ·'
favourable environment fo~ businesses;. .
...
· - • support
ineasur:es for. businesses.
·. ·
.
- ·-.
.

'a

arid ·infdfutation
......

'

A stable. macro-economic frameworl{

·.: The Report ~ays- th~t the ~ost efficient. appro~ch wQich: goveminenis, could :t~e t~ support
SMEs would be to impro~e the macro-economic conditions in w~cli they op~ate. . . .
•
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The Commission has made a number of recommendations in this field in the White Paper on
Growth, Competitiveness and Employment, in which it stresses that progress towards EMU
is one of the essenti.1ll elements in the establishment of a stable macro-economic framework
for businesses.-

An open competitive environment
-

'

The Report confirms that the efforts of the European Union aimed at expanding the markets
for businesses both within the European Union and in non-member countries, (EEA, WTO)
have generally been of benefit to SMEs in spite of certain adjustment costs. SMEs have
- rapidly increased their share of exp<;>rts arid have benefited from greater competition on their
domestic markets. The Commission will continue to keep an eye on the smooth running of
:the Internal Market, particularly as regards SMEs, and to encourage exports to non-member'
countries.
Public authorities are also responsible for avoiding distortion of competition on the markets.
The Commission has its own responsibilities in this field, both within the European Union
(competition policy applicable to businesses and monitoring of state aids) and vis-a-vis nonmember countries (commercial policy). ·
·
In its annual reports on competition policy, the Commission has stressed . the vital
complementary role played by competition policy in the context of fobalisation of trade
and the requirements of growth, competitiveness and employment 3 . As_ stressed in the
Report, it is vital to take account of the specific characteristics of SMEs in this context.. The
Commission has also ada}?ted its competition policy and monitoring of state aids in the _light
of the size of businesses 32, particuiarly with a view to enabling SMEs to cooperate with
. each other or to establish partnerships with large companies in order to ensure their .survival
in a climate of increasing intemationalisation, while avoiding agreements or practices which
would disturb the smooth running of the markets.

A network of infrastructures, transport, telecommunications and information
technologies
The Report recommends public authorities to offer businesses appropriate networks of
· infrastructures, telecommunications and transport and, in particular, to facilitate access by
· S:MEs to such networks.
The European institutions will continue their work in this field; particularly through action
by the EIB and the Structural Funds and the development of trans-European networks and
the information' society.

31 See in particuiar the XxiVth (1994) and XXIIIrd (1993) reports on competition policy.
· 32 See in particular the XXIInd report (1992) on competition policy, p.S7.
-
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Strengthe.~ing the conipetitl¥eiressr fifi. b:usines&~ pantimdadlf tb'liou:gp;. am iniprov.ed:
ed~cation· system and· a strengtlieniitg of'R&TD ·
· ·
As

str~ssed in the· Report, the education and v~catiorial training systems ·should be bett~:r

geared 'to the needs of comp~es, partieularly in the craft ::sector: The- White Paper on·· .
Growth, Competitiveness and Employment. recommends a number of sp.ecific Comrilunity '
by the M,ember States:
· -'
·
· .initiatives to Complement the work being done
. . .
.

.

'

' .

'•'

.·

'

Strengt_hening the competitiveness of busmesse~ also calls for an additional effort· in the· field
. of research and~ technologicai development (R&TD). In its. reports OJ) the co-ordination
_activities in favour pf SMEs-33, the Commission described the various actions in this fieid,
particularly those !limed at SMEs. ·
·
· ·
· ·

of

. _.A ravourable
environm~niror
enterprises
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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·The Report rightly stresses the importance ~f .establishing~ an iniproved )egal, administrative, .· ·
fiscal and ·social environment for business. The. White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness
and ~rriployment also stresses· that one o( the ·SME •weak points is th'eir ·structural capacity
. 'to c.ope with the complexity . of the administrative aild·. legal' environinent (particularly
-.admihistr~tive and_ legal' ·obligations,' the eStablishinent .of new environmental or social
regula~ons, the _introducti6n · of a new system-- of' ~dardisatio~. and Certification· in ·
connection with the implementation of the Internal Market artd the obSta.cle8 'to conducting'
·
·
·
·
·
- · ·
certain activities).
· Obviously; _the legislators and admirlistrations in ·this field at national or· Community i~vel
have a direct responsibility, and for ibis reason the-Commission is continuiilg with its. own .
.activiti'es aiined at reducing excessive burdens and ConStraints (particularly the system: fot _·
evaluatiilg ihe impact of'coinmunity legislation _on enterprises) and ~ntinuingto-support
·action by the_ Member- S~tes. In Connection with the lat~r, the Coriunission ha8 already . ·
· organised a forum in Paris .on 19 ~d 20' Jtine 1995;, as part of its con~ited actions with the ···
· Member ,States 'provided for in·. the Integrated .Programme in favour· of S¥£s,~ which
·- enabled best practiee in the Mem\>er States to be identified ~d exchanged; . · - . .,
. · .
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· 33 See in. particular ·eomm:unity actions· to
September 1994.' ·
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As pointe~ out in the Repo-rt, an improved legal enviroimient for businesses would not ·only
mean deregulation, since for certain key problems, such as payment periods, transfer of
businesses and legal forms, legislative initiatives may be very useful. The Commission has
therefore adopted recommendaJions to the Member States in the fields of payment periods
34 and the transfer of enterprises 35_ It also encourages the development of appropriate
legal forms for enterprises operating at intra-Community level (particularly the EEIGs, for
which the REGIE network has been set up, and the European legal forms for co-operatives,
'
associations and foundations).
)

Support measures
'

.

~-

The Report also refers to the important contribution to the competitiveness of enterprises
. that may be made by support services. Indeed, the complexity of the management of a
company and development· of ·strategic orientations still raise particular difficulties for a
considerable number of SMEs. As stressed in the Report, progress in this field necessitates
-wider availability of such services, pruticularly in peripheral regions, and a greater demand
for, and use of, the existing support measures by SMEs.
The Commission will continue to improve the support measures which it offers, particularly
in- the fields of information (EIC network) -and co-operation (BC-NET, BRE,
Europartenariat, lnterprise). In addition, it will conduct concerted actions with the Member
States aimed at the exchange of best existing practice as regards the supply of services for
businesses (Madrid Forum, November 1995) and ways of promoting the demand for
information, training and advice on the part of enterprises.

CONCLUSIONS
The Observatory annual reports have seen the day with the completion of the Internal
Market, and developed ever since. Not only by means of a careful adaptation of their scope
and struGture, but also thanks to a gradual extension of their geographical coverage, which
now encompasses most of the EEA Member States, they regularly provide a
comprehensive, useful analysis of SMEs within the European economy.
Broadly speaking, the first report has drawn up· a general overview of European SMEs and
analysed the prospective consequences of the completion of the Internal Market in a
qualitative way. In this sense, it amounted to a "zero-measuring" of the state of SMEs in the
European Union.

34 OJ C 144 and L 127 of 10 June 1995. ,
35 OJ C 400 and L 385 of 31 December 1994.
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- The secon.d .report, had_more focJs on dynamics than die first one: Whether on ·employment·
creation and training, capital and finance, qr innovation: arid diffusion· of)echnology it .
proved possible to 'present developments in addition to structures, and presented the results
of a prelimil}ary converger:tceldivergence analysis, thus monitoring 'ariticipatory,effe~ts,ofthe .
. cmnpletion.ofthe.Intemal Market during the period 1988-1993~ · _
·· ·
The· pr~~eni thi~d ·Report, like its predecessors; is full of facts and useful information. Apart
from the usual annual update on S:ME perforrilanees, it has: focused more: in particular or(
several aspe~ts of the business· envjron~ent and paid iilctease~~attentiqn to. the development.·
· of the SME · Internal · Market Monitor. · Theme studies· have been carried · out ·on
administrative burden,s, a field to which. mu~h .. policy attention is drawn, and .producer
services, a sector that is of speci_al irl.terest for upgrading operations_ and _productivity in
·SMEs..
.
In particular, . the Report clearly s~ows that · during the_ past_ six .years . the business
, ,. environment in- which SMEs opera~e has converged, in the former twelve Member. States,. as.
conditions· on c~pital .m~rkets, ·.domestic efforts. regarding' technology and innovation and
fiscal imd monetarY policies became. increasingly similar._inJhe Europ~n l]nion. Moreover~
in the same period the business _environment in the new Member States (Austria,: Fililand
and Sweden) and In Norway aiready became closer to the ·business environment in the .
Union.·
- ·
·
· ·
·
-..

'

. How~ver, it also leads to /the conclusion that SMEs .are not yet fully. benefiting fro~ the •
current economic recovery. Compared to the 1988-93 period, in which SMEs more than
compensated for job:.losses in larger ,enterprises, the SMEjoh:·machine is now stagnating,_ aS'
slow recovery in SMEs ·was preceded .by a slowdown .fu the growth of the number of
enterprises in. Europe, due to a: slight· decline in new enterprise creation arid an increase in
.closures·. There are large differences ifl birth rates ·of new _enterprises across Europe, .'the
birth rate being relatively high in Genr\any and Finland,- and ratherlow in Italy, Spain and
the United Kingdom. This coritqists with the similarity-of motives throughout ~he_ Union
(such as ·the will· .to be independent~ or the threat of unemployment) ~d success factors·.
· ·associated With starting an enterprise (such as management experience and the educational .
level). 'Apparently, •remaining differenc~sinthe business environment,· such as the prosperity · ·
-of the- population and specific taX policies directed at ·sMEs, have an important influence in
ne';V. entrepreneurship,
• •
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The initiative of entrepreneurs; their decisions, on ·hiring and investirig are paramount to
growth. The ai~ of any public policy must then be to provide a cohere~t and transparent .
_framework within which .economic .operators can co~pete freely on .the basis of ~ual
treatment, and therefore to .induce a virtu9us circle of initiative, employment and growth ..
To do .that, individual incentive to., productivity need to be strengthened, competition
stimulated and~ in general, market fleXibility increased.·
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The Coun~il Resolution of 10 October 1994 gave full scop~ to the dynamism arid innovative
potential of SMEs ~n a competitive economy, whilst clearly. recognising that their
development, and in particular their flexibility and adaptability to changing circumstances, is
still being hampered by a number ofboth internal and external-hurdles. A simple, logicai and
coherent policy framework would accordingly be essential in seeking the most effective
ways for overcoming their difficulties and building on their strengths. As it stands, the .·
Report clearly confirms this reasoning and reaffirms the need for fostering the. Community's.
continuous commitment towards improving the business. environment and supporting the
development arid adjustment of enterprises· along the lines presented in the Integrated
Programme in favour of S:MEs and the craft sector, which paves the way towards a second
·
·
generation of enterprise policy.

In thi~ vein, the prime objective of the Commission will continue to-be to ensure.that there
is a high degree of added value in the Community's enterprise policy and to contribute to
economic resurgence and growth in employment by developing activities of direct interest·
. to enterprises and stepping up interaction between existing instruments. With this in mind, it
will in particular endeayour to stimulate and reinforce mutUal cqnsultation and cooperation
with all its · partners, the Member States, the European institutions and the business
organisations, so that the efforts of the Union in favour of SMEs are translated into growth, · ·
competitiveness and employment.
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INTRODUCTION'
.This is the executive suinmary .of the Third·-Aimual Iteport ofthe European Observ~tory for
SMEs. The- First An_rtual.Report was publ~~ped in :May 1993 and concentrated on· the·
structure of SMEs and the~r fields of operation. The Second. AnnUal Report· reviewed
. developments _that affected SMEs. and was published i~ Aprif 1994..Both· reports dealt with
· ·.the twelve European Member States. In tlij!f,ye~r's report·. also Austria, Finland, Norway · ·
.and Sweden are inelude(i, :anticipating on the joining. of these countries to the European ··
Uniort on the .first January ·19_95. Unfortun,ateJy Nof\¥ay decidedothel}Yise .. So ·this Third
.. · Annual Report. covers ~l countries of the Eutopean ~cohomic Area; except. for -l~:eland: '
- ,, .

To a limited extent the structUre of the, Report has changed. The mrun part.concerns the
deve~opment of the s~ Internal Market Monitor: (SIMM). This. mo.nitor measure~ the .
effe~s 'of the ·completion of the inlemal.mar~et
SMEs., The completion of the internal .
market has influenced both. the business. peqorma~ce and the. business . environ.rri'ent of
SMEs. Therefore a distinction is made b~tween. iilrqimation gathere(i ·on jhe _Business
Performance of SMEs (Part I) and informati6'q collected on the·Busin~ss Environment of .... ·
SMEs (Part IT). The the{ile··studies of this y~~'.s report {Part Ill) . concern Administr~tive ... ·
Burdens· ~n. SMEs and the Producer Seryi~es: .$ector; Some of the tnfonnation included in .
the last year's theme study on craft trades has been updated. ln"t~e)ast part (Part IV) :_
conclusions are presented. This consist~ ofth.e lllain: results of the SIMM and an overview
. of the policy issues resuiting ·fi:-om the infonrtaticm co~tained in the Report.
·
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ECONOMIC GROWl'H AND SECTORAL :QEVELOPME~T

Tl1e size-class pattern ~f econom~_c gr~w~h.'. ·
. :· . .-'

~

~i >--'

Economic development iri Europ~-16 during·ti\Kperiod,'l98S .. 19~5 can be subdivided iQtO a.: .
. period of growth (1988'-1990)~ a period of stagnation (1990~1993), anc\ a recovery·{l994:. .
:'1995). in spite of di~erences in their ovenill~growth:rates,EU;.1~ and EFTA.,.4 show th-e
· . same, sectoral ancl size-class patterns of economic growth. .
··· ·
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It appears that each: stage 'of.the b~~iriess
ha~ ;a differen~'lmp~ct on. SMEs lind LSEs.
The wprld wide ecgnoinic stagri~tion hit the· expqit oriented LSE~sector first, while S:MEs .
were affected .after time lag. During the period· of recovery ~he opposite pro~ess q~curs.-.· .:.
Because the recover§ is strongly export .led~ ·LSEs have·benefited first. ·From 1994 onwards,
however, th~ increased industrial and consumer confidence has had_ a stimulating-impact on..
economic growth .. :Domestic demand, ho~~ver, -is· increasing only slightly because of .·
moderate growth in.real incpmes..
· ··,- :
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The econqmic stagnation severely hit the labour market. The total number of private sector
jobs in Europe was roughly similar in 1988 and 1995, but there has been an increase in
labour productivity'. In ihe perio4 1988-1990 annual employment growth in SMEs was over_
2%,- while employment in LSEs increased only marginally. Employment in SMEs decreased
by 1% annually, and in LSEs by almost 2%. During the initial stages of the economic
recovery, employment growth recovered in LSEs first, followed after a time by SMEs. For
SMEs especially, the process of job creation. is expected to be slow due to over-capacity.
During the period 1988-1990 the number of e!}terprises increased strongly. The most
rapidly expanding sectors were the wholesale trades, transport and communications, and , .
producer services. In most countries the growth in the number of enterprises. sl()wed down
during the recession. During the period of economic _stagnation the unfavourable economic
· conditions had a negative impact on tl_te creation of new firms and also led to an increased
.
closure rate amongst enterprises.
In the 1988-1995 period labour productivity of SMEs has increased by ·7% annually, but·
productivity· growth has accelerated since 1990. During the recession and the recovery
greater international competition has· forced both SMEs and LSEs to increase their
efficiency. Increased labour productivity, together with only mode,St growth of wages, has
resulted in a decrease in real unit labour costs, and this improved profitability.

Sectoral characteristics
The sectors with a relatively large average enterprise size are extraction, manufacturing,
and, to a lesser extent, transport and communications. In construction and most service
sectors the average enterprise siz~ in Europe-16 is below the overall average . of · 6
employees. Generally, a positive correlation between capital intensity of production and
enterprise size seems to exist. This can be explained by the fact that higher c~pital intensity
gives rise to increasing economies of scale and to barriers to entry.
-

A small average enterprise size amongst SMEs in an industry corresponds with a high
relative labour prodQctivity amongst the SMEs in that industry. For example, in most
sectors in trade and services SMEs have the highest labour productivity, while, conversely,
in extraction and manufacturing, LSEs generally have the higher labour productivity. ·
Therefore, the distribution of SMEs and LSEs over the sectors of industry appear to. be
efficient from a macro-economic point of view:
'

., .
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Over the ~988-1995 period grOwth rates have been highest in the export oriented sectors:
extraction, manufacturing, and tran'sport and communications. This holds for both SMEs- .
· . and LSEs. This emphasises the importance ofinternational integratio'n and specialisation for
economic growth. ConstJtUction, the. retail trades, and personal services, which are highly
· dependent on domestic markets, achieved the lowest growth ra.tes. Within most sectors
SMEs experienced higher . growth rates in value added than ·did · LSEs. Only in
manufacturing were LSEs more successful on this. measure.
It is striking that sectoral· differences in employment groWth only qorrespond to a limited
extent with differences in value added growth. The tendency towards co.st reduction led to a
decrease· in employment especially ·in the export oriented sectors ·of manufacturing, and
tfansport .and communications. In these sectors·· enterprise~ increased~ their value added;
.while they decreased·their employment. Therefo~e, the sectors that experienced the highest
value-added growth also achieved the highest growth i11labour productivity.
At the sectoral level it appears that a moderate groWth in unit labour costs - as a measure of
'competitiveness - coincides with a relatively high growth rate in value: added, This holds .
especially for LSEs but also, to a ·lesser, extent,· for S:MEs: It is hypothesised that SMEs,
which are less flexible. in adjusting their stock of h1bour to. changing demand, partly.
maintained their conip~titivenes~ .by reducing profit rates during the years considered to a
greater extent than LSEs. .
,

2.

BUSINESS DYNAMICS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

New.enterprises trends.
European countries have shown important differences .with regard to trends iri new
·enterprises formation over the past five years.· In general there has been a slight decline iri.
the rate of new enterprise formation in Europe.
·
·
The largest share of new enter-Prises were established in the service sector.
On average, of all European start-ups, S7% survive their first year, 68% survive for at least ·
.three·years, and 55% survive to the end o(Jheir fifth year. However, European countries
show important differences, for example, the five year. survival rate varies from 45% in
Luxembourg, to 63% in Gemiany.
·
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New-enterprises, job generation and growth
New. enterprises account for an important amount of gross job creation in most European
countries, but large differences exist between countries. Furthermore, the expansion of
existing enterprises is, in most countries, a more important source of job generation than
.start-ups.
It should be stressed that a large majority of entrepreneurs are not interested in expanding
their business; only minority have growth ambitions ...

a

The starter's profile
Whatever the country, the typical European business starter is ~ man, aged 35, who has
previously experienced S:MEs through middle-management or as a skilled worker, his level
of education is similar to the average in his country's population. · ·
•

However, important differences exist between European countries, for example in the share
qfwomen and the unemployed amongst new entrepreneurs. The entrepreneur's profile also
varies according to the type of activities of the enterprise started.

· Motives and success factors to start and expand an enterprise
Pull motives such as self-fulfilment, the wish to be independent, and the exploitation of
business opportunities seem to be the. most important motives to starting a new enterprise,
alongside (the risk of) unemployment, a push factor which has become increasingly
important in recent years.
Although many European studies indicat~ that prior managerial experience, commercial
knowledge,. positive motivation, strong confidence, and education, are important success
factors, it should be noted that the choice of business and good pre-start-up preparation
seem to be at least equally important.

Obstacles and barriers to start and expand an enterprise
A lack of capital is by far the most severe obstacle to both starting and expanding an
enterprise. This is followed by market related problems, inadequate business skills, and level
of taxes and social contributions.

·.

3.·

LABOUR

'SMEs and job generation
. Recently the claim that. SMEs, and especially micro enterprises, create most' jobs · in
industrialised economies has been questioned. Among others, the Organisation for
'Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)' has pointed to the fact that problems
· related to data-acquisition and data-analysis might h~we led to an over-estimation ofjob~·
creation by SMEs.
'
.
this chapter deals in detail with the methodological problems concerning this issue>'lt
concludes that in some studies there. may have been some over-estimation of job-creation by ·
_SMEs in the recent past, 'but that .the statement that SMEs generally create more jobs than
· LSEs remains valid .

a

. In the, recent discussion on the j~b-creation by SMEs; theory has been developed that a
large part of the growing employment-share in SMEs is the result of deliberate strategies of
LSEs seeking to . reduce. uncertainties through flexible production and through the out-·
sourcing of non-core-business activities. This chapter assesses this argument, and deals :with
issues offlexibility and job-quality in SMEs.
Flexibility in SMEs
... :.
Patterns oflabour flexibility inSMEs have several dimensions, of which part:;time work,and .
temporary work are the :most· prominent. Part-time working ·Is ·growing ·in .importance in
. mqst European countries. -In general, women are more likely than men to work part:..time;
and services are more likely to use pan-time workers than manufacturing.

The enterprise size dimension to· part-time· working is clearly linked to the· sectorar
. dimension. For example, while in Denmarksmall enterprises are typically associated· with
part-time working in (lll sectors and large enterprises with :full:-time working,· in the
Nethetl~nds SMEs use more part-time working in some sectors, like personal services, but
. the reverse is true in other sectors, for example construction.
Temporary working involves a significant share ofthe European workforce (10% of females
and .7% of males) .and has been increasing in absolute and proportional terms over ;the. '
period 1987-1991. In some countries (Spain, Denmark, and Portugal) .the levels of
temporary working are V:..ell above the European average.
·,
There is some evidence that large enterprises are more · likely to resort .to temporary ·
contracts, but when a small enterprise does use temporary contracts, a greaterproportion of
-.its staff tends to be covered by them.
·
·

•· :
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Job

quali~

in SMEs-

S:MEs generally employ younger and less educated workers than LSEs, segments of the
workforce which are generally employed in poorer working conditions.
Other evidence regarding the quality of jobs in SMEs points in the Same direction. The
evidence shows that the incid~nce · of enterprise level health and s~fety organisations
increases steadily with enterprise size, but concerning work accident rates, sectoral
influences are more important than enterprise size.

4.

REGIONAL DISPARITIES

'

SMEs' share in industrial employment at regional level
'Confirming prev1ous· Observatory Reports, this chapter· shows that SMEs, and especially
micro-firms, play a significant role in employment in the European regions. Moreover, it
demonstrates that strong and significant regional disparities exist within countries in the role
of SMEs in industrial employment. These disparities are largely explained by the sectoral
specialisation of regions; being either regions with SME dominated manufacturing sectors
('dominated' in terms of employment),_ or being regions with LSEs dominated
manufacturing sectors.
The highest intra-national-differences are found in the Netherlands, Finland, France, Spain,
Portugal, and. Norway. Industrial employment in Objective 1 regions is especially SME
dominated compared· with other intra-national-regions~ The pattern is not so clear for the
Objective
2 regions, and is even less clear for the Objective 5 regions.
Finally, the 'border
.
.
effect' described in the First Annual Report is confirmed, with SMEs' shares of industrial
employment showing important differences either side ofEuropean borders.
Industrial employment change by size class at regional level :
Most regions have experienced heavy losses in industrial employment during the 1988 1992 period. However, industrial employ~ent decline has been more acute in LSEs than in
SMEs, and micro-enterprises have performed especially well.
.

.

.

As far as the Objective regions are concerned, in most of these industrial SMEs have shown
either an increase in their employment or Sm(!ller. decrease than LSEs. This pattern is
especially true of micro enterprises.

a

Manufacturing employment decline has been greater in the large city regions ·than in the
regions which specialise in traditional industries.
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Self-empl~yment

and new enterprises at regional level

In th~'se countries where data is available, evidence exists of large interna,l disparities inthe
regional rate~ of self-employment. .
·.

..

(

.

Although .each country has its. own geographical pattern, the evidence from France, .
'Germany, Italy, Spain, and Norway, _reveals that capital and large City iegions have .a lower
rate of self-employment. The share of self-employed is generally higher in traditionally SME
' dominated regior1:s. On the other hand, regions formerly dependent on heavy industries have
a low rate of self-employment. A strong presence. of a wage-earning culture, together with
lower qualifications in the labour force, could explain this last pattern.
Data from France and I~eland also indicates that regional differences in tne creati~n of new
enterprises are closely related to .eXisting; differences. in regions' economic and cultural
environments.

5.

EXPORT AND INTERNATIONAL .ORIENTATION

Export by countries
(

In all sectors the share of enterprises that export increases with the number of employ~es.
However, data from Portugal, France, Ireland, Denmark, and France indicates that the
number of exporting smalf enterprises is increasing. Some sectprs: manufacturing industry
and the wholesale trades, ·tend .to be more export-oriented than others, but due to
internationalisation· this seems to be changing:· Dat~ .from the United Kirigdon1,. the
Netherlands, Spain, and Portugal sh6ws_.~hat exporting by retailers and ·service enterprises i~
increasing.
''

'

,.

'

Due to the internationalisation of pr:oduction the number 'of small,· partid:.darly innovative,·
enterprises that export is dsing,. and these enterprises enter export markets with new
products very soon after launching them in the domestic m~rket.

Export intensity
The correlation. between export :intensity and enterprise size class for all sectors is not very
strong. However, for manufacturing enterp_rises export intensity does increase 'Nith the size ·
of the enterprise·. SMEs in smaller countries. usually have a higher export intensity. than
those in larger countri~s, · but figures for the recent years indicate that differences are
narrowmg.

Export strategy
.

.

.

/

.

.

.

There is no-single export strategy amongst SMEs, exporting behaviour is typically a mixture
oflearrung-by-doing, strategic commitments, and rand~m-factors.
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The quality of the product is the main determinant in the decision to export or not, but key
factors for success in export markets .are the management's capabilities artd direct
engagements with .that market, in brief, active exporting. These ·characteristics are more
often found in large enterprises than in small enterprises ..
The export barriers for S:MEs are very closely linked to the barriers for. growth . and
development.. The main internal barriers are a lack of capital, and insufficient management
skills·. The main external barriers are technical trade restrictions and bureaucratic
procedures, marketing and distribution problems, and, in the more peripheral countries, high
transportation costs ·and communication problems.

Public procurement
The importance of public procurement is increasing considerably: but international
procurement has not increased significantly in the 1990s. In 1993 only 2% of public
procurement contracts were won by foreign enterprises. Tendering abroad raises several
problems for SMEs, these relate to ci.tltural differences, language problems, an insufficient
knowledge about the market, and a lack of resources for promotion activities. ·
E~ropean

Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG)

EEIOs are an interesting new legal form for transnational business co-operation where the
enterpri.s~s remain economically and legally independent. The number of EEIGs is
increasing rapidly. The greatest number are located in Belgium, France, and the
Netherlands. They are, however, mainly established among medium-sized enterprises active
in seJ:Vices and manufacturing industry

]_)ART II

6.

MACROECONOMIC ENVJRONMENT

In the early 1990s the world economy was hit by a recession .. GDPgrowth in Europe-16 fell
back from more than 3% in the late 1980s to 1% in 1992, and reached an absolute low of0,5% in 1993. In 1994 a remarkably rapid recov.ery began, which is expected to continue in
1995. Booming world trade is the driving force behind the recovery. Compared with the
USA, growth in the EU is lagging, but growth in the EU exceeds that in Japan. Most EU
countries experienced the nadir of the recession in 1993, the only exceptions being the·
Anglo-Saxon countries and Denmark. The magnitude of the downturn varied considerably.
The southern European countries were especially hard hit, as were Germany, France, and
Belgium. Investments and private consumption were particularly depressed in the early
1990s, but in 1994 there was a clear up-tum, and in 1995 a strong in2rease of investments is
expected, but only a modest recovery in consumption.
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Although growth is accelerating within the EU, inflation has declined .to 2.S% (in 1994).
Differences in inflation between EU countries ·remain considerable, but are diminishing.
Inflation is highest in southern European countries. Except for 1992, interest rates in the EU
essentially followed the German rates,. Short term interestrate declined in 1993-1994,-but
long term rates rose.

·In

The labour market situation in the EU. is still a cause for concern:
the 1991 to 1994
· period employment in ·the. EU declined ·sharply due to the· recession .. In _199~ a modest
increase in empioyment is predicted with. a continuing over-capacity of labour within firms.
Wage increases in the EU have been small in recent years. Because productivity growth was
high in 1994,. unit labour costs have declined' sharply, and through this, the price
·competitiveness ofEU industries has improved. In comparison with the USA and Japan unif
labour costs grew fastest in the EU over the period 1988 to 1993, but in 1994 the groWth
was lowest in the EU.
.
.
.
EU currencies have ·she~ considerable volatility irt rece~t years, pa_rtly due to· political
. turmoil and budgetary problems. It is expected that currency markets wiil·remain vulnerable
·
·
·
·
in 1995.
Regardmg government expenditures, ·the six highest spending governments of :Eu:rope-16
(as ·a proportion of GDP) are Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgiuin, Italy, and
Norway(all of these spend tuore than 55% ofGDP). On average, Europe-16 government
expenditures amount to 51% ofGDP,.compared with 38% in the USA and 31% in Japan:
Goverriment tax and,so~ial security receipts in Europe amount to 45% of GDP, compared
· with 34% in.the USA and Japan: The large debts that many EQ gqvernments have built up
over recent decades are a cause for concern. Only six countries presently comply with the
· EMU-criterion of 60%~debt. In Belgium, Greece, _and Italy~ government ·debts are over·
100% ofGDP. On average, net government borrowing in EU-12 amounts to 6%. In 1993
the largest budget deficits were in Sweden and Gree.ce (both had deficits of 13% of GDP).
· Luxembourg is the only EU country with a positive government b3:lance. ,
· ·

7.

RECENT POLICY DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING SMEs

Recent developments
\

..

~The purpose of this chapter is to review recent policy developments that concern SMEs in

-· the European
Union. In
governments.

particular~

it highlights new directions
of. support from national
.
.

.
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Policies designed to strengthen SMEs include assistance with innovation, product
development and risk taking investments, assistance with exporting, and better access to
finance. To reduce S:MEs' dependence on bank finance many countries have introduced
schemes to encourage formal and informal investments in SMEs.
Administrative burdens are widely recogriised as falling relatively heavily on SMEs.
Government S.ME policies in Austria, Belgium, France; Italy, and the Netherlands pay
special· attention to this issue. Further information on this subject is provided in chapter 14.
Efforts have been made in connection with improving the human capital in firms (for
example, in Denmark, Finland, Norn·ay, Portugal, and the United Kingdom). These are
mainly in the form of management and workforce training programmes.
·
The establishment of information and service infrastructures that complement the internal
competencies of SMEs are a particularly significant development in the support available to
S.MEs. These are usual regional networks of information providers designed to be
accessible and to provide transparent policy support to SMEs. They are a recognition that
easy access to information is a key requirement of many S:MEs.

Environmental policies
In the majority of countries there have been significant a~vances in environmental standards
and policy, however, there are still major differences between the most environmental
advanced countries, particularly the Scandinavian countries, Austria, and Germany, and the
less advanced countries.· Taxes and suhsidies are the most commonly used environmental
policy instruments.

8.

LABOUR MARKET

The labour market: an overview
High and increasing unemployment in almost all European countries indicates a high supply
of labour in quantitative terms. This could lead to the conclusion that SMEs' labour needs
can be easily met, however, the labour market is experiencing increasing segmentation
which disrupts this pattern of general' over-supply.

..
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Skill shortages and recruitmeqt ~roblems
A high supply oflabour in quantitative terms does not mea~ that enterprises have access to
·a satisfactory supply ·of labour in qualitative terms. This chapter _·shows that in several·
sectors, and .in several . professions,' S:ME~ in inost of the European countries have .
· experienced both quantitative and qualitative skill shortages.
At the same time SMEs do not gener~lly report ~evere problems arisi~g from. these- skiil
shortages. For example, they have not lead to reduced production in the short run. On the ·
'other hand, these problems may hamper SMEs future competitiveness, employment growth
·and prod~ction in the long run.
The causes of these skill shortages may be external, for example the educati.on system may
_not' provide a sufficient pool of highly skilled, or appropriately skilled, labour. But skill
shortages may also , arise. out of ·internal shortcomings, for instance, S.MEs often pay .
-insufficient attention to the management of their human resources,· through,. for example, the
. )~
.inadequate use of vocational training courses.
_ Whether high replacement' rates are, or are not, a problem for SMEs to. c.over their labour
requirements is an important current debate. Although these rates differ widely amongst
European countries, there is no evidence of a correlation between a high replacement rate
(unemployment benefit as a percentage. of preVious earnings) and the. existence .
r~cruitment problems in SMEs.

of

Labour market policies
'

.

\

.

.

.

'

·Very large differences exist in the amount spent nationally on active l.abour market policies.
. Expen,ditures on active labour market policies· as a percentage of GDP range from about 1%
in Luxembourg to almost 7% in Finland.
·
Most of the initiatives in active labour market policies are not especially· designed for SMEs,
.. but some are of special interest to SMEs.
In aU.the countries, active labour ma~ket policies include t~ain:ing activities, but expenditures
on thi~ kind of policy are especially important in Germany and Sweden. Active ·poiicies also
include wage subsidies for the employrnent of target' groups of the unemployed,. for example
young people or the long-term unemployed. In Belgium, France, and Germany, these
schemes are especially used by SME:> .. All the countries ha:ve also implemented schemes·
·which provide grants to unemployed people who start an enterprise .
. Finally, the discussion turns to two. interesting.bafiish and French .initiatives which aim to
s!,rengthen professional competencies in SMEs.
· ·
·
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·9.

CAPITAL AND FINANCE

Information gaps in the SMEs market
Banks complain that they do not get sufficient information on SMEs. General economic
information is often sporadic, .or inadequately detailed, but is too costly for financial
institutions to collect ·and analyse information on this sc~le by themselves. SMEs are
themselves· rather reluctant to give detailed information to financial institutions, for
· confidentiality reasons, and because they are simply . not able to provide high-quality
information. Therefore banks are. sett~ng up their own databases and, in addition, are
gathering information from specialist informatiOJ:?. services such as enterprise databases with
information from annual reports of enterprises. Increasingly credit rating mechanisms are
being established in the EU, but these are not particularly useful for SMEs since rating is
considered as a good measure for bond issuing companies which are nire amongst SMEs. It
is very important that there is a long-term relationship between the individual SMEs and
their bank, so that it becomes easier for the bank to judge the financial strength and capital
requirements ofthe SME.

The appropriateness of the credit solutions
The majority of external financing for SMEs is provided by banks. The banking system for
the financing of SMEs has always been characterised by a short-term approach, with
secured lending, and risk averse investments. Small enterprises usually also have to pay
higher interest rates than their larger counterparts. Therefore almost all governments have
implemented a broad spectrum of programmes offering SMEs support with external
financing, for example, by a loan guarantee scheme; or by stimulating the establishment of
mutual guarantee systems.

Equity financing
Small enterprises are traditionally_very independent and are therefore very reluctant to. share
equity. The governments of many countries are trying to improv~ the availability of equity
capital to SMEs, which can be done through the availability of informal as- well as formal
venture capital. Informal venture capital has been stimulated by, for example, avoiding
.double taxation. With formal venture capital, one of the major problems is that venture
capital companies are primarily investing in larger enterprises, and avoid start-ups. Reasons
for this are the high risk and time consuming nature of such investments, combined with the
low liquidity of the new companies. Governments have tried to solve these problems~ in
Greece and Portugal, for example, governmental agencies make cofinancing instruments
available to seed and v~nture capitalist3.
To reduce some of the problems with external equity for SMEs some countries have
established second-tier stock markets. However, these experiences have generally been
unsuccessful, resulting in low levels of equity, and a limited interest from investors.
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Management capabilities
SMEs are not provided with enough information on the a\failabie financial instruments, but
sometimes also have underdeveloped managenal capabilities with which to handle .financial
matters themselves. However, this situation has improved through the· development of
· training facilities·.

. 10.
.

INFRASTRUCTURES

SMEs .and physical infrastructures
'

'

'

The establishment of a real trans-Buropean network of infrastructures represents an
important objective in the light of the achievement of the Internal Market. It should have a
positive impact on Europe~s SMEs not only because of the sub-contracting opportunities it
implies, but also because of its possible impact on their competitiveness.
Regarding the initial en_dowment of infrastructures in roads, railways, and telephony, it.
should be recalled that European cmmtries have different problems. according to their level
of economic development: Whilst the less advanced cciun.tries have a clear. infrastructural
deficit, both in quantitative .and qualitative terms, the advanced countries face proble~s o'f
saturation especially in their road. networks, This said, convergence is increasing in these ·
three fields.
Attention should be paid to' fhe fact that infrastructures. are a. necessary but not sufficient
· · conditi~n for ~conomic development, ·and more particularly; for the development of SMEs.
The possible negative effects of new infrastructures should also be assessed.
.
.
.

.

SMEs and communication and hif<~•·mation technologies
The information revolution and 'information highways' already exist and will develop
further in the future changing the way of life, and the working environment, across Europe.·
'

.

SMEs can already g~in great advantages through the opportunities offered by· the new.
communications technologies, even ifLSEs appear to be making greater use ofthem:at the
present time. It' should be not~d that the costs of introducing and first using these services,
. and weakness~s in the internal capabilities. of small 'enterprises constitute b'arriers t6 their
.
use bySMEs.
.
.
Nevertheless, case studies in diffe.rent European countries reveal· the great potential for
SMEs of the new and existing comrnunications technologies .. Southern countries could
benefit from the experiences that the nortP.ern countries ·have gained through the
introduction and application of new information products and services.
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· Together, distance learning, tele-working, electronic tendering, and telematic networks
offer numerous opportunities to·SMEs. These include access to various on-line information
services, the exchange of information with main contractors, and the management of bank
accounts.

11.

TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION

Contribution of SMEs to the innovative output
This chapter shows that SMEs play a major role in innovation. There is strong evidence that
this is true in both high-technology and traditional industries. In traditional industries,
innovative SMEs rely mainly on inputs such as t~chnical change embodied in equipment,
and the adoption of technologies developed .in other sectors. Therefore, it is shown that
SMEs can be innovators even though they may not undertake formal R&D activities. This
changes the established image of the innovative contribution of countries such as Italy· or
Spain; which have large numbers of SMEs in traditional industries, but· which have low
national R&D expenditures as a proportion of GDP.
SMEs, innovation and the business environment
As regards business environment, case. studies in several European countries support
conclusions about the positive impact on innovation of geographical concentration of SMEs ·
that belong to the same sector of industry. These, so called industrial districts, play an
especially important role in the traditional industries of Italy, Spain, and Austria, and in
_other countries, such as the United Kingdom, science parks allow high-techn<?logy SMEs to
strengthen their relationships with the scientific infrastructures. Whilst traditional industrial ·
districts may be long-established and the result of 'hatural" economic processes, the
phenomenon of science park is more recent and dependent on a deliberate policy
intervention.
National technology policies
Most European countries have impl~rnented policies, both at national and regional levels,
which aim to. stimulate innovation and the technological capabilities of SMEs. The
instruments used include tax incentives, ~ubsidies for R&D and innovation, and support for
technology transfers. France and Germany are two countries with very developed ·
technology policies.
SMEs and European R&TD programmes
European · R&TD programmes play an especially important role· in the less-advanced
countries, and are generally becoming more accessible to SMEs. However, .it should be
stressed that recent European R&TD programmes are still more relevant to high-technology
SMEs and LSEs, rather than to SMEs in traditional industries.
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12..

. EDUCATION AND ENTRE:PRENEURSHIP

·Education in .European count~ies .
, ..

, Comp~red with the northern countries, the southern countnes of Europe still have a lowe~
share of their populations with a-'high level of education, however, this difference will'
. probably narrow in the future as almost all' the co~ntries now offer the same education
opportunities for young people ...
As regards the student participation rates, the differences between countri.es are now largely

restricted to the.percentage of students in tertiary education (from 4% in Portugal to 10% in
Finland). It is also at the ~ertiary level that gender differences exist: In general women are ·
more involved in lion-university based te_rtiary education, and thery . are more men . m
universitY based education. Furthermore men ··are much more involved than women m
science and engineering courses.· ..

Level of edu~ation, behaviour and performance of entrepreneu'rs
'

i!

"

\

•

J'

In· all the countries for which data is available, entrepr~neu·rs and starters show a higher
level of education than the average . of the labour force, but most have' had no specific
education in entrepre~eurship. ·
· ··
In p~icular,.
illl1ovative
an~ high~technology
starters are
generally better ~ducated
than the •
,
'\
'
·.
.
.
.
I
averag~ business starter... · : .· ·
.. .
.. .
·
. .
· · . · •· ·
this ch~pter also sho~s ihat.fot,so!lle sectors the survival rate of enterprises i.s better when
the level of the entrepren~ur's edu<;ation.is higher. :This could be due to the fact.. that these
starters tend to be•petter prepared,·
,...

Furthermore, positive links exist between the level of the entrepreneur/s.education an.dthe
growth orientation of the enterprise, it:> tendency to network, and its likelihood to export.

The approach ofentrepreneurship in the educational system·

I
II

!

· Education has the potential to cultiyate an entrepreneurial spirit, and there are good reasons
why · it should. First, education recognises the socio-economic importance of SMEs.
Second, it ·acknowledges.that it c~n stiinuhtte entrepreneurship by developing a number of
entreprene~rial skills. Third, students· and graduates show. ~m increasing interest in
e~trepreneurship ..Finally, co-:operation with SMEs. could improve the attention tp
entrepreneurship within the educational systein. ·
.

r
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There are however a number of barriers which must be overcome. First, education is too
theoretical is not sufficiently adapted to business or SMEs. Second, education is not
sufficiently multi-disciplinary in approach. Third, too little emphasis is put on the
development· of personal skills which are desired by businesses, and the managers of small
enterprises in particular. Fo.urth, education in general devotes much more attention to large
· institutions and a wage-earner culture than SMEs or entrepreneurship. And finally, teaching
staff are insuffici~ntly familiar with entrepreneurship and SMEs.

13.

LEGAL ENVIRONMENT
.•

Legal forms

The legal forms of enterprises generaU y have ·the same broad characteristics in .all European
countries. Sole traders exist in most countries (except Luxembourg and Sweden) and are
the legal form most frequently used by the self-employed, and amongst businesses in the
retail trades and services. However, 3tatistics on legal forms show important differences
between European countries ..
In particular, while sole traders are very dominant in Portugal, Spain, Greece, and Germany,
limited liability companies account for a large share of businesses, including small
businesses, in Sweden, Luxembourg, N"orway, the United Kingdom, France, Finland,
Belgium, and the Netherlands. Partnerships are very important in the United Kingdom,
Italy, Firiland, Austria, Greece, and to a lesser extent in Sweden, and the Netherlands, but
they are 'not prominent in the other countries. For five countries (France, the Netherlands,
Spain, Austria and Sweden) there is data on legal forms by size class. In all of these
countries except for Sweden, the majority of micro-enterprises are sole traders. The share
of sole traders decreases as the enterprise size class increases. Most enterprises with more
than 10 employees ~re limited liability companies or public limited companies.
Legal form by size and sector apart, there are two areas in which important differences exist
between European countries: the rate of tax on profits, and capital ·requirements for
companies. These factors help to explain the different legal forms favoured in the different
Member States. For example, it is clear that a differential between the income tax rate a:nd
the rate of corporation tax which clearly favours· the latt~r will encourage the businesses to
have limited liability status. Other important factors such as the social security system may
also explain the choice for a limited liability status.

j
·i
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Norms·

Although the implementation rates of European norms and standards are high in. most
countries, SMEs remain sceptical and misinformed about the harmonisation· process-and the
advantages it produces. It should, however, be pointed out that tl:lls process is probably
most favourable to LSEs in the large advanced countries.
Quality assurance

Ail important share of European S:MEs remain reluctant to gain quality assurance
certification, SMEs are more often "pushed" into getting ISO certification .than approach
this in a voluntary manner. Furthermore, barriers such as the costs involved, the time
required, loss of flexibility, . and the many administrative. burdens, raise problems for
certification in SMEs. Al~hough the cost of ce~ification increases with enterp.rises size, the
cost per employee is greater amongst SMEs.than for large.enterprises.
I

I
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PART ill
14.

. ADMINISTRATIVE BURD1~NS

Administrative burdens are. defined as 'compulsory administrative pmcedures resulting from
legisl~iion that enterprises are obliged to carty out'. ·
··
·· ·
.

'.

~

In the · chapter two main •legislative · areas ·are distingUished which create administrative
burderis on enterprises, these are legislation relating to all enterprises (burdens for· 'being an
enterprise') and employment related legislation {burden for 'having employees').
The' study finds that admirustrative burdens that. arise for' 'being an enterprise' cause
between 60 and 70% of all administrative b~rdens. The areas of corporation tax, tax on
divid~nds, revenue taxes, the annual accounts;· VAT and. excise levies cause the greatest
share ofthese administrative burdens. .
:

Administrative· procedures that result from having employees cause between 30 arid 40% of
the total adrnirustrative 'burden. In: particular the levying of wage tax and payment of social .
·
· ·.
. premiums cause most of these burde~s.
Although thorough research on administrative burdens is scar~e within. the Member States·
of the EU, it has been possible to estimate ·the total cost to private non-primary enterprises.
that arise through compulsory administrative procedures.. The total amount of
administrative burdens on enterj,rises in Europe is estimated at between 3 and 4% of GDP
per annum, which is between 180 and 230 bil.lion E.CU a year.
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The total costs arising from compulsory administrative procedures are higher in large scale
enterprises than in small and medium sized enterprises. However, the costs per employee
·
·
are higher in SMEs.
At the European level as well ·as in individual Member States initiatives are being taken to
reduce the administrative burdens on enterprises.
At European level, the most important strategies, policies, and measures to reduce
administrative burdens are· actions regarding the improvement of information and advice,
the replacement and simplification of existing laws, and the attention ·to .possible
administrative burdens connected to new legislation.
,

I

At national level, different strat.egies, policies, and measures are being used to reduce
administrative burdens in different countries. For example, in Belgium and Greece the focus
is on the simplification of forms and reporting requirements. In Finland and Norway the
focus is on administrative procedures and the institutions which process this information. In
Portugal, Sweden, and the United Kingdom, existing laws are being replaced by new laws
which reduce the compulsory administrative procedures required of enterprises. And, in the
Netherlands, and the United Kingdom, attention. is paid to the possible administrative
burdens caused by new legislation.

15.

PRODUCER SERVICES

Producer services are defined as service activities whose outputs are, in the main, purchased
by enterprises. These services are intermediate or auxiliary to the production processes in
other industries. · They include business and ·professional services, financial servtqes,
insurance services, and real estate services.
SMEs are involved in a highly competitive environment~ the use of producer services is a
crucial factor in their competitiveness by: promoting access to technological information,
the development of product and process innovations, the growth of ~xports, and for
improving market access. However, the demand for external services by SMEs ·is.
concentrated in the most mainstream services such as accounting. Amongst SMEs the
demand for otller producer services such as marketing, · and education and training, still
seems to be relatively low. An important reason for this is that managers and entrepreneurs·
in SMEs are often unable to identify problem areas which could benefit from the use· of
external services, and are unaware of the extent of the services available. Another reason
may be the fact that many services have been developed to meet the requirements of large
firms, and are not well designed for use by smaller enterprises.

'i

--.::' --
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.. Small firms are char~~terised by -~ high degree of internal service provision, with serviCes· · .
often_ being provid~d by the entrepreneur himself, or infotinallyc thr<?ugh his personal '
· contacts. The demaf1d: of ·.external : producer. services is higP,~r am9ngst medium siied
·t?nterprises, :Which are mote .capable of intera~ting with external providers and can more .
. ~asily afford these s~rvices. Large fil11) s. can afford to tailor inte~al serv1c_es, to their speCific
. needs, but they also develop syriergies between providing -routine capabiiiti~s in~house. arid
s_eeking sp~cia:Iist externalserV:ices; The degree of combined internal and ·external provision
'is therefore highest ~mongst _l~ge enterprises·. ·• ·
·
· · ·
·
.

'·'·

.· Produc¢r services- ·accou~t for about·· 11% of Europe's: ·total private non-:primary
'·emplo~~ht. Within P~9ducer selvices business serviCes usmilly· have the hig~est share of.·
employment~· '(he supply- of these s~rvices _is ·dominated by SMEs m every country: .
. However, baril9ng and insurance are-donlinated·.by large finris .
.-

Between ~988 and 1994 producer -servic~s have-shown the highest average annual growth
. rate of any sector in terins-of-employmerit, a slightly below average growth rate in terms of
. . va:Iue add~d•. and,the lowest performance iQ. tem'ls Of P-roductivity. Regarding employment, '.
:. micro firms .in producer services showed 'ihe highest. average growth rate,,foll6wed by small
'enterprises. :· · · ·
· ·
· ··
·· ·
·
·· · ·
·
. .- -~.

.,

.

.

..

.

·. .

.

'
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.

.

-

In various countries there is'ail ·ext,raordinary degree of concentration of producer· services
within the most developed. regions, and the central areas. wi~h the main cities," This is' partly
du~ to tiw availability of
supporting
irifrastriictures,
opportunities
for Jace
to face
contacts,
.
.
. . . .
.
.
.
.
...
.
.
the availability of qualified personnel, and 'to the pres~ige: of being located in the c·entra:I
areas. ~:.flowever, the areas that ax:e gaining the 'greate~t increa5e in prodl}cer serVi~s are
·. often those. just. outside the maJor agglomerations, where congestion. and rents are lower, ..
but which remain'~thin easy,reach ofthe clie~t base.. ' . \ . '. ''
. .
~

'

·'-There does -n~t s'eei:n t~ be an expliCit publi~ .policy toward the develqprrient of these service.·
'._. activities :m any country, but several programmes. hav~ stimulated both -the supply ari'd
demand of these· services .. Public· authorities .are a:lso designing new policy. schemes which, ·
thro·ugh the development of tedmology and s~rvice provisio~ 'aim to Improve the quality, of
the local
environment
in: :which
SME~ -operate.
. . .
.
.
..
'.

.
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THE CRAFT TRADES

.Cha.racteristic8 ·
\

.,

: Craft enterprises are characterised· by a high iabour ~intensity in product-ion, ,and bei~g~ small· .
scale .but with a iehitively · high proportion of. highly .skliled workers,· They are mainly.
independent in status, ·with combined' ownership and management, and- ther~ are usually'
dose }inks be~ween the enterprise and the family: .
;.
.
. c '

·I

.·,
!·.

·> : .
__

.,.......
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Importance
At the European and national levels the importance of the craft sector is becoming
increasingly recognised as a factor in economic stability, as the foundation .of vocational
skills, and as· a source of new entrepreneurship. However, the amount of attention paid to
the craft sector differs between
the Member' States. . This is one of the reasons Tor the
,
diversity in available statistical data. Even in countries in which great attention is paid to
crafts, and in whic~ crafts· are legally defined, statistical data on crafts may be· scarce as the
definition is often profession-oriented, while genuine economic s~atistics are sector-oriented.

Towards a common concept
To make European-Wide statistical monitoring possible, steps are being taken to develop
comparable statistics for the Member .States. In the Second Annual Report of the European ·
Observatory 'for S.MEs a first attempt was made to develop a common delineation of Craft
Dominated Sectors. which would allow sensible cross co~ntry comparisons. !~deed, this '
non-comparal>ility of national craft statistics became a prominent issue during the.
prepara~on for the Berlin Crafts Coru~rence. The European Commission organised a preconference on craft statistics in June 1994 in Gottingen and a preparatory conference on
. craft definitions and statistics in September 1994 in Rome. Finally, at the Berlin-conference
. in September 1994 it was concluded that the development of comparable statistics on the
craft trades should be pursued in the near future.

Craft trades and the Berlin Conference ·
Conclusions from the twelve pre-conferences, which· preceded the Berlin Conference;
resulted in the 'Outline of the Twelve Pre-Conferences',' on which ~he European
Commission drew the working paper:· 'Craft Industries and Small Businesses'. Subjects of
major interest to the craft trades and small businesses were discussed, problems were listed,
and recommendations made.
·

Towards an adequate policy :
Since the first Conference on Crafts in Avignon the European Commission has proposed the
Integrated Programme in favour of SMEs and the Craft Sector with new. approaches
targeted at mutual consultations and the exchange of expenences between the Member
States, and collective efforts between them to improve the business environment for
. enterprises. However, 'the means at the disposal of crafts and small enterprises, in terms·of
information, financing, or training remain insufficient to allow them . to fully benefit from
existing actions and programmes. The Second Annual Report of the European Observatory
for SMEs set out the problems and made recommendations. The Berlin Conference did the
·
same later on.

..
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The main ·points of the Second Animal Report and the Berlin' Conference were~similar,
recognising the general problems that confront .smali- and craft enterprises. Both called for:·
. a common.European identity of cratts and small enterprises; ·and the need to enhance
.the Jcnowledge of the role -and the economic importiulce~ of the craft sector through
detailed ·studies and sectoral analysis~. · ·
.
.
- · ·a sen&ible training policy,. attuned to business practice with post-apprenticeship 'training
~ · ·
· and the international exchange of experiences and trainees~- .
· harmonising reglilations; taxes, and ~dmlnistniti~e and sqCial o~liga,tions;
.easier accessibility to finance, With siinilar conditions in all Member States;
. .
the .stimulation of trade .· associations for greater
eo-Operati,on
at the mitional and ·.
.
.,
- international-levels. ··
.

~
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17.

SME INTERNAL MARKET-MONITOR
•.

I

~·

· In the 1988-94 period empioyment growth jn SMEs, althougll faV'Qurable in' com"paris~n
With -LSEs, was .disappointing given :tl)at value .added in .S:¥Es gre¥1 substantially Ql.Ore ..
rapidly than employment: Indeed, valtae added groWth hi .S:MEs has been productivity led,
. giving rise to the observation that, although there certai•ruy has not been a job\¢ss growth in
· SMEs, growth in SMEs ha~ been job:-extensive.
.

.

.

.

.

The analysis of the SME Internal Market Monitor (S~ pointed to the fact that this jobextensive .growth can - par:tially - be explained by two factors, being the unsuitability of
. mainstream labour· market policies, fiJrcing ientrepreneurs to ·'choose·· .a labour-extensive
growth-path given current recruitment prpblems and the fact that $MEs more a~d more ·are .
playing on global and. exposed ~kets rather thaq on domestic and sheltered markets.

(

\

(·

',

SIMM:points t~ the-fact that, in general, th~ business environment i~ whi~h SMEs nave to
operate is converging in the EU-12 .. Conceming government policies, fiscal and /monetary
. policies are_ converging~ labour mar~et policies_ ·in the Union are- diverging. ~egarding ... general· market conditions in the EU-:-12, the strength and· pro-Sperity of the Member States
. have converged over. the 1988-94 period; as have the conditions in the capital arid ~abour .
. markets, and qomestic efto.rts related to technology arid innovation.
. _,).. · '·.

,.
\
\

.

.

The dynarriics·of SMEs have' also been converging, as has profitability, but the peifotrnance ..
of SMEs (in terms of value added, employment, and exports), has diverged over. the 198894. period. This· is mairily. due to the deviant behaviour o( SMEs in Italy and the United.
·
'
Kingdom.

·....
(.
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In general the business environment, business dynamics, and SME-performance in the
EFTA-4 countries has become increasingly ~similar to the EU-12 over the 1988-94 period.
The distance between the EU-12 and the EFTA-4 countries. nevertheless· remains
substantial.

In SIM:M: some analyses have be~n carried out 'to explain 8MB-performance in terms of the
business environment, thereby eXtending the· practical utility of SIMM to policy-make-rs..
· · The_ analysis suggests that governme~t policies, especially fiscal and monetary· policies, have
a definite role in stimulating 8MB-performance, current labour market policies are not well
suited to the" needs of SMEs, and government R&D policies seem to be almost entirely
geared to the large scale enterprise sector. These may even crowd out small scale modes of
production.
·
The industrial relations indicatqrs did not influence 8MB-performance.
FiQally, SIM:M: provides some preliminary conclusions on the development of the quality of
the business environment, from the viewpoint of SMBs, and on the convergence of the EU12. An ·assessment of the business environment concluded that ·this has improved in the
1988-94 period, ·at least for SME-performance, and there· is also evidence that the
convergence of the business environment in the Member States of the European Union has .
had a posi~ive effec~ on 8MB-performance. .
·
-

18.

POLICY ISSUES

"'

In the previous reports rrtu.ch attention w~ devoted to policy recommendations aimed at
stimulating the growth of·SMEs and ·craft trades, and to the creation of jobs. In this report·
the policy issues refer to the basic relationships between SME. performance, the functioning
of markets, and the business environment of the more unified Europe.
These policy issues refer principally to the European level of policy, however, they .:nay be
·useful for national and re~ional poli9y approaches. as well.

;

)

Competition in markets· seems to differ widely by sector and by country, as can be seen
from entry, exit, and survival rates: These differences in competition, or the ·fum;tioning of
markets, both affect, and are affected by; the economic position ofSMEs~ ·
The process of' cross border trade deregtilation has been followed by a Strong tendency to
deregulate markets more thoroughly, bod~ at t~e-nationallevel, and at the European leveL
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